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1 - GUN DIGEST ANNUALS
Five soft cover books: 1959, 1964, 1979, 1984 and 1996. FC

CATALOGUE 52
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2 - 76MM CARTRIDGE CASE
Empty US tank gun cartridge case marked CTG 76mm
BLANK M355E1 FOR GUNS M32 & M48 etc. Some staining otherwise. GC NLR

11&12

14

19 - JUNGLE CARBINE
WWII period NO5 SMLE carbine. 20.5” .303 cal barrel with
flash hider, bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver is
marked NO5 MKI ROF (F) with 7/45 date. Metalwork with
most overall thinning black finish. VGC woodwork complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR

3 - BRITISH ARTILLERY SHELL
WWII 1942 dated brass empty shell case. 4.7” Diameter
x4.5” High. The base marked NOII III H/O etc. Stained
patina. GC NLR
4 - BOFARS SHELL CASE
Brass 40mm spent shell, 1952 dated. FC NLR
5 - PRACTICE BOMB
Most likely NZ inert practice bomb. Marked MK106 MOD
4 etc. Blue paint finish. GC NLR
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6 - ARISAKA TWIN AMMO POUCH
Japanese Ruberised canvas pouch with faint NZ capturing
soldiers inscription on the outside in pen. Some seepage to
the rubber otherwise GC

22 - SMLE SLINGS
Three Lee Enfield webbing slings. Kahki, olive green and
white wash finishes. GC

8 - 1937 WATER BOTTLE
British/NZ 1937 type two bottle and carrier. ExC
17

9 - 303 OIL BOTTLES
A custom framed under glass set of 6 SMLE oil bottles. Five
various Mark IV’s and a MK5. VGC
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25 - SMLE BANDOLIER
British 90R MKII Cavalry leather bandolier with 5 cells in
the front and 4 in the back. Marked OWEN & CO LONDON
1915. Has some red felt tip pen marks on most of the cells
which, most likely, could be removed. VGC
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26 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
2ND Type MKI bayonet. 31cm bright blade with WD and
ordnance marks with 8 ‘96 date. GC twin rivet grips with oil
hole. Complete with leather and steel scabbard. VGC

12 - HOWITZER ARTILLERY SHELL
Inert brass Howitzer shell marked CARTRIDGE MI HOW
M2A1. M2A2 M49 MIB AND M137 DUAL GRAN etc. GC
13 - GERMAN M17 GRENADE
Inert WWI German M1917 stick grenade. Some rust staining
through the original green paint, missing the base cap and
fuse. FC NLR
14 - WWI DISCUS GRENADE
Inert seldom seen German M1915 discus hand granade. Corrosion to the outside possibly been dug up. FC NLR

27 - P14 BAYONET
British WWI Enfield P14 bayonet. 43cm blade blued at the
base and marked 1913 5 17 REMINGTON as well as ordnance marks. GC wooden grips with twin horizontal lines.
Complete with leather and steel scabbard. VGC
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15 - BRITISH MILLS GRENADE
Inert No36 grenade complete with pin and latch. Has 4 holes
drilled in the side. VGC NLR

17 - NO3 SMLE RIFLE
British Military Lee Enfield NOI MKIII* bolt action rifle.
25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The
receiver marked FTR 1953 (fulton regulated). The wrist is
marked Crown/GR ENFIELD 1928 SHT LE III*. Bolt and
action are matching. Metalwork retains near all blued finish.
VG-ExC original woodwork marked FR on butt and is complete with sling. ExWO&C ALR

23 - SMLE SLINGS
Similar to above. VGC
24 - SMLE ACTION COVERS
2x WWII Kahki canvas action covers for the SMLE rifle
marked 5-1942. VGC

11 - RECOILLESS RIFLE SHELL
Inert 106mm steel recoilless rilfe shell for US M40 recoilless
rifle anti tank rifle/artillery piece. 60cm high. GC NLR

16 - WWI SMLE RIFLE
British Military Lee Enfield bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug, the chamber with
ordnance mark and FTR etc. The wrist is marked Crown/GR
B.S.A Co 1915 SHT LE III bolt and gun are matching numbers. Metalwork with most thinning finish and some pitting
to the sight protector. VGC woodwork with typical handling
dings. Complete with oil bottle. VGWO&C ALR

20 - P14 RIFLE
British WWI Enfield bolt action rifle. 27” .303 cal barrel with original iron sights and bayonet lug. The chamber
marked ERA (Eddystone/Remington) and the action British
ordnance marked. Metalwork with most overall blue. GC
woodwork with handling dings. Complete with swivels, lobbing sight and brass disc. G-VGWO&C ALR
21 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British/NZ Military Lee Enfield NO1* Bolt Action rifle.
30” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The
chamber with sold out of service mark etc. The wrist marked
Crown/VR B.S.A Co 1901 LE I*. Metalwork with dark to
grey patina. GC woodwork with NZ marked butt plate, complete with swivels. GWO&C ALR

7 - WATER BOTTLE
British/NZ water bottle with sleeve type carrier as used in
the Western Desert or Italy campaigns. Marked D.ADAMS.
VGC

10 - WWI BINOCULARS
A pair of British Military binoculars. Marked W WATSON
& SON LONDON 1918 BINOCULARS PRISMATIC NO 3
(MKI) x6 and broad arrow. Includes strap and broad arrow
marked leather case. Optic is a bit mouldy otherwise VGC

18 - NO4 SMLE RIFLE
British/NZ Military WWII Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver
marked NO4 MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942. Metalwork
with most finish to dull grey. VGC NZ marked woodwork
complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR
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28 - 07 BAYONET
WWII Australian SMLE pattern 1907 bayonet. 43cm blued
blade with broad arrow OA and 1943 date. VGC wooden
grips. No scabbard. VGC
29 - WEBLEY MARK V PISTOL
Bristish Military WWI period double action revolver. 4”
.455 cal barrel with ordnance and marked “V” on the bridge.
Patent mark on the frame. Most overall blue. VGC birds
head grips with langard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
30 - ENFIELD NO2 MKI REVOLVER
British Military double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal
barrel with caliber and broad arrow marks. The frame is
marked ENFIELD NO2 MK1 1936 and R.A.F. Metalwork
has most overall parkerised finish with some light scratching. VGC original grooved wooden grips with lanyard ring.
VGWO&C B/CLR
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland
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31 - ENFIELD TANKER REVOLVER
WWII British double action hammerless NO2 MKI* revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel. Metalwork with most
matte black finish. GC original grips with lanyard ring. GVGWO&C B/CLR

43 - VALMET SCOPE AND MOUNT
Factory replacement dust cover scopemount for the M76
rifle. Fitted with 8 power Burris brand scope.
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44 - M1 CARBINE POUCH AND MAGS
Olive canvas Korean War period US marked pouch containing two 15 shot magazines. One with near all blue, the second thinning on one side. VGC

32 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
WWII period double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel
marked with Smith & Wesson address and patent info as
well as caliber and British proof. The top strap is marked
UNITED STATES PROPERTY, the frame with logo and
the underside of the grip with inspection and flying bomb
marks. Metalwork has most overall blue, thinning on the
barrel and leading edges. Original wooden grips with some
chips and has original lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR

45 - EN BLOCKS
Five EN BLOCK loaders for the M1 Grand rifle. VGC
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46 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
Belgian FN model 35 semi auto pistol. 4.9” 9mm cal barrel. The slide with fixed sights and Herstal address. Variant
with round type hammer. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC original wooden grips and includes a
webbing Military holster with extra magazine. ExWO&C
B/CLR
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33 - RADOM BOOK
VIS RADOM - A Study of Photographic Album of Polands
Finest Pistol by York. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos with 250 pages. NEW

47 - COLT M1927 PISTOL
US Colt made Argentinian Military issue version of the
1911 pistol. 5” .45 ACP cal barrel, the slide marked on left
hand side with Colt address and patent info and the right
hand side EJERCITO ARGENTINO MOD 1927 etc. Serial
number on the slide and frame are matching (often mismatched). Metalwork has most overall blue thinning on the
edges. VGC original wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

34 - AK47 BOOK
AK-47 The Grim Reaper - Second Edition by Lannamico.
Large format, hard cover, colour photos and over 1100 pages. This massive book is an excellent reference. NEW
35 - THOMPSON BOOK
Thompson - The American Legend by Tracie Hill. Large
format, hard cover, 559 pages, B&W photos. Excellent reference. FC
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36 - 1911 MAGAZINES AND POUCH
US Webbing twin pouch marked F.S.F. 9 1918 etc, containing two, most likely Military WWII period, 7 shot magazines for the US pistol. VGC
37 - TWO HOLSTERS
British Khaki 1937 pattern webbing holster for 38 caliber
revolver, 1944 dated, plus an unknown brown leather flap
holster for automatic pistol and extra magazine. This is
missing the belt loop. GC
38 - MI CARBINE
US WWII period M1 semi auto carbine. 18” .30 carbine cal
barrel marked UNDERWOOD 12-43 with bayonet lug fitted
and original sight. The chamber is marked US CARBINE
CAL .30 MI. The rear fitted with adjustable type sight and
marked with ROCKOLA makers mark. Metalwork retains
near all blued finish. ExC M2 type woodwork complete with
sling and 1943 dated magazine containing an extra 15 shot
magazine. ExWO&C ELR
39 - FNFAL RIFLE
A nice example of a Belgian FAL semi automatic rifle. 24
3/4” .308 cal barrel including flash hider and fitted with
original sights. The receiver is marked 308 MATCH & FN
Herstal address and is fitted with Weaver style rail and carry
handle. Metalwork retains near all black matte finish. ExC
black synthetic stock complete with swivels. Hard to find a
better example. ExWO&C ELR
40 - VALMET M76 RIFLE
Finish .223 cal semi automatic rifle. 18” barrel including
flash hider with bayonet lug. The receiver with original iron
sights and marked with Valmet logo and Made in Finland
etc. Metalwork has nearly all parkerised finish. ExC plastic
forend, grip and Military tubular steel stock. Includes 30R
steel magazine. A nice example for the discerning collector/
shooter. ExWO&C ELR
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49 - COLT COMMANDER PISTOL
US Colt Series 70 Combat Commander model 1911 type
pistol. 4¼” .45acp cal barrel. Round top slide with fixed
sights and Colt markings. Fitted with extended slide release
and safety. Metalwork has near all blue with a few scratches
and isolated pin prick marks on the slide. VGC Pachmayr
rubber grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
46
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To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.

50 - BROWNING HI POWER MAGAZINES
Three 13 shot 9mm magazines for the FN Pistol. One original English / Canadian WWII JL marked and the others later
Military. GC
51 - BROWNING HI POWER BOOK
The Browning High Power Automatic Pistol by Stevens 1990 Extended Edition. Hard cover, large format 297 pages,
B&W photos. This collector grade publications book is an
excellent reference ExC.
52 - FN PISTOL BOOK
FN Browning Pistols Second Edition by Vanderlinden. Hard
cover, large format, B&W photos, 368 pages. ExC
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53 - TOKAREV HOLSTER AND POUCH
Communist block leather flap holster for the TT33 pistol or
similar. Blue cuduroy lining. Includes extra twin cell magazine pouch and shoulder strap. ExC
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54 - SNIDER ARTILLERY CARBINE
NZ Military MKIII Snider carbine. 21½” .577 cal barrel
with bayonet lug and original sights graduated to 600 yards
and ordnance marks. The chamber marked N 81 Z and III
for the mark III spring catch breech. Lock plate is marked
Crown/VR BSA 1880 etc. The hammer has flat face. Metalwork with most overall bright blue. ExC woodwork with
brass furniture, steel bands and matching NZ issue number
as well as cartouches. Includes original rod. ExWO&C ALR

41 - M1 CARBINE MAG
One 30 M1 carbine 30 shot magazine. GC
42 - MI CARBINE BAYONET
16.5cm blued blade and guard without makers marks. VGC
stacked leather handle and M8A1 marked fiberglass sheath.
VGC

48 - YUGOSLAVIAN M57 PISTOL
Yugoslavian Military variant of the Tokarev pistol with
longer grip and 9 shot magazine. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, the
slide with original front adjustable sight, fixed rear and
crest. The left hand side has a milled panel with caliber info
and serial number in similar style on the right hand side.
Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC grips with communist crest removed. VGWO&C B/CLR
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55 - SNIDER CAVALRY CARBINE
NZ Military MKIII Carbine. 19¼” .577 cal barrel with original sights graduated to 600 yards and ordnance marked.
Chamber is marked N 80 Z III and the breech is spring catch
MKIII type. The lock plate is marked Crown/VR and BSA
1880 etc. Metalwork has thin overall blue and traces of
case colours on the lock. ExC original NZ marked original
woodwork with brass butt plate and cleaning, complete with
safety chain. VGWO&C ALR

64
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56 - SNIDER CARBINE
NZ Military MKII** Artillery carbine. 21½” .577 cal barrel
without bayonet. The iron sights are graduated to 800 yards
(most likely made from surplus rifles). Breach marked II**.
The lock plate is marked Crown/VR 1864 Enfield and with
some pitting on the front and rear edges. Metalwork with
overall dark patina. Woodwork with overall handling dings
has NZ marked butt plate and brass furniture and comes
complete with safety chain and swivels. F-GWO&C ALR
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57 - MARTINI ENFIELD RIFLE
British Military Martini Enfield MKI rifle. 30 303 cal barrel
with original sights graduated to 1700 yards. The receiver
is marked Crown/VR ENFIELD 1895 M.E .303 I on the
left and 1879 date etc on the right hand side. Metalwork has
most overall blue with some staining. ExC woodwork with
brass regimental disc and Birmingham 1904 Cartouche.
Complete with swivels and muzzle cap. ExWO&C ALR
58 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
British Military Artillery MKI carbine. 21½” .303 cal barrel
with rifle graduated rear sights, bayonet lug and ordnance
marks. The left hand side of the receiver is marked Crown/
VR Enfield 1896 M.E .303 I, the right hand side is marked
with Martini Henry markings. Metalwork with dark patina.
GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
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67 - WWI LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel marked with serial number acceptance mark and has discreet British proofing on the underside of the barrel. The chamber is dated
1916 and with the serial number and BNP on the left hand
side. The toggle is marked DWM. The sideplate, take down
lever, trigger and magazine are mismatched. Metalwork
has most overall blue with some holster wear and staining.
Original grips have been refinished and the base chipped.
F-GWO&C B/CLR
68 - COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER
British Military WWI double action revolver. 5½” .455 cal
barrel marked with Colt address, NEW SERVICE and cal.
The frame is marked with the Colt horse, British ordnance
and sold out of service marks. Metalwork has most bright
commercial blue with speckle staining and several scattered
pin prick marks. ExC original hard rubber COLT marked
grips complete with lanyard ring. Double action return is at
fault otherwise VGC B/CLR

60 - MARTINI HENRY BRASS
Ten, mostly Kynock brand, empty brass cases for the
577/450 cal rifle. GC NLR
68

62 - MARTINI SWORD BAYONET
Bayonet for the Martini Henry Artillery carbine. 65½cm
blade with ½ saw back. WD and crown/VR marks, grey to
dark patina with some deteriortion at the tip. Worn original
handle with steel knuckle guard. Complete with leather and
steel sheath. G-VGC
63 - MP44 ASSAULT RIFLE
WWII German assault rifle. 16” 8mm Kurz cal barrel with
twin knurled end nut. The receiver is stamped MP44 and
is dated 1944 with number in the 6000 range. The underside is marked with the Nazi eagle acceptance mark COS
code (Merz Werke for the sheet metal work) Waffen-amt
WaAA44 (Erma Werks) as well as eagle over ?80 which is
also Erma and q/v code mark. The upper and lower serial
numbers are matching. The stock, metalwork section and
bolt carrier are matched to each other. Metalwork retains
most overall original matte finish not East German gloss
blue. GC wooden stock and grips with butt trap and original
sling. Includes a post war magazine. A small hair spring inside the trigger group has stretched over time resulting in the
gun not engaging full automatic mode. All other parts are
present and unmodified and this could be easily fixed with
simply replacing the spring, otherwise VGWO&C CLR
EST 6000-8000

65 - ITHACA 1911A1 PISTOL
WWII, circa 1943, 1911A1 semi auto pistol manufactured
by the Ithaca Gun Company New York. 5” .45 acp cal HS
barrel. Slide with original sights and marked ITHACA
GUN CO INC ITHACA.N.Y, the frame marked UNITED
STATES PROPERTY M 1911A1 US ARMY. Metalwork retains 99% of its original parkerised finish and without arsenal refurbishment marks. ExC original brown ‘Colt Wood’
chequered grips and original magazine. Includes an extra
magazine and its original brown leather model 1916 holster
with 1943 date and Graton & Knight manufacture marks.
Hard to find a better original example in near as issued condition. ExWO&C B/CLR
66 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
WWII Nazi German pistol. 4.9” 9mm cal barrel with correct sights and machining mark war time profile, the slide is
marked P38 byf 43 (Mauser 1943), Waffen-amt and acceptance marks which are also on the frame. Metalwork has typical late war machining marks and retains most overall blue
with signs of hoster wear and thinning from handling. VGC
original brown Bakelite grips, correct war time Nazi and jvd
contract marked magazine. The barrel is mismatched to the
slide and frame but is correct WWII manufacture with consistant wear to the rest of the gun. VGWO&C B/CLR
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59 - WESTLEY RICHARDS CADET RIFLE
NZ Military Martini action training rifle. 24” .310 cadet cal
barrel with iron sights and marked WESTLEY RICHARDS
& CO LONDON FOR .310 CARTRIDGE. Chamber with
NZ and sold out of service marks. The receiver with Westley
Richards logo. Metalwork with dark patina. Original woodwork with handling dings and home made rear swivel. Butt
stock is a bit loose, aged crack at the wrist. GWO&C ALR

61 - PATTERN 1887 BAYONET
British Military MKIV Martini Henry sword bayonet.
46.5cm Blade with ordnance marks. Worn but GC grip.
Complete with steel and leather scabbard. G-VGC

64 - M3 GREASE GUN
US WWII M3A1 submachine gun. 8” .45 acp cal barrel.
The receiver is marked Guide Lamp, crossed cannons, US
and serial number as well as BA4 11-66 in electric pencil on
the right hand side magazine well, the feed cover is a later
replacement. Metalwork with near all green parkerised finish. Complete with webbing sling, magazine and steel wire
retractable stock. VGWO&C CLR
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69 - S&W MODEL 1917 REVOLVER
British Military WWI period double action revolver. 6½”
.455 call barrel marked SMITH & WESSON .455. The
frame with ordnance marks. Sold out of service marks plus
P.G at the back. Metalwork with most reblue. Worn original grips with a chip at the base and includes lanyard ring.
GWO&C B/CLR
70 - P38 HOLSTER
Original WWII German hard shell leather holster for the
9mm pistol. Stamped with large P38 and makers code gcx
1941 and Waffen amt. Some minor age scuffing. ExC
71 - LUGER HOLSTER
WWI leather holster for the 4” P08 pistol. Brown leather
and marked with makers name HEINZ and 1916 date. Some
wear cracking. VGC
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72 - M1 CARBINE MANUAL
1953 US Army technical manual for the M1, M1A1, M2 and
MZ. Soft cover and 175 pages.VGC
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73 - SWISS K11 CARBINE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action rifle.
24” 7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and
stacking hook. The receiver with ordnance marks and metalwork with most overall blue. VGC woodwork complete
with sling and muzzle protector. VG-ExWO&C ALR

86 - BERETTA 92FS PISTOL
Italian made semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, slide
with fixed sights and Gardone Italy address. Stainless steel
metalwork with only a few minor scratches. ExC original
plastic grips. Includes original box, manual and extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

94
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87 - US BERETTA 92FS PISTOL
US made semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel slide
with fixed sights and U.S address. Metalwork retains near
all original finish. ExC original plastic grips. Includes an
extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

74 - SWISS K31 CARBINE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin straight pull carbine. 26”
7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and
stacking hook. The receiver with Swiss Cross and ordnance
marks. Metalwork with thinning blue to grey patina. The
original stock has a crack on both sides through the wrist
but could be repaired. Includes sling and muzzle protector.
GC ALR

88 - SIG P228 PISTOL
German made semi automatic pistol. 3.9” 9mm cal barrel,
the slide with fixed sights, U.S address but made in Germany. Metalwork retains near all original matte black finish.
ExC original plastic grip. Includes original box and extra 10
shot magazine. In unfired like new ExWO&C B/CLR
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75 - SWISS M1889 RIFLE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action rifle. 30” 7.5 cal barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and
stacking hook. Chamber with ordnance marks. Metalwork
retains near all original blue, thinning on the edges. VGC
original woodwork complete with sling and muzzle guard.
VGWO&C ALR
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76 - MOSIN NAGANT RIFLE
Soviet WWII M91/30 bolt action rifle. 27½” 7.62x54R cal
barrel with original sights. Chamber marked with 1943 date
and ordnance marks. Metalwork with near all arsenal refinish. VGC woodwork complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR
77 - SCHMIDT RUBIN BAYONET
Model 1918 bayonet for the M1911 & 31 rifles and S.M.Gs
30cm double edge blade. Complete with steel scabbard and
leather frog. VG-ExC

90 - BERETTA 92 MAGAZINES
Two 9mm magazines, one blued the other nickle plated.
VGC
91 - RUGER BX-25 MAGAZINES
Three 25R factory BX-25 magazines to suit the 10/22 or
bolt action Ruger .22llr rifles. ExC
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92 - STEN MAGAZINES
Four 32R magazines for the British 9mm S.M.G. GC

78 - 7.5x55 SWISS RELOADING DIES
Hornady custom Grade 2 die set. Unopened, new in box.

93 - L1A1 BARREL
.308 cal barrel with flash hider, gas block and foresight for
the NZ Military L1A. In unfired. ExWO&C

79 - 7.5x55 SWISS AMMO
40R of Highland brand ammo in original boxes plus two
original Military magazine chargers. ALR
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80 - NAGANT POUCHES ETC
Twin ammo pouches, oil botle and tool pouch for the Soviet
rifle. VGC

86

83
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83 - NEWHAVEN SHOTGUN
New Haven by Mossberg pump action riot shotgun. 18”
cylinder bore barrel with ¾ magazine and bead sight.
Most overall blue. GC woodwork with handling dings. GVGWO&C ALR
84 - BENTLEY SHOTGUN
12g Pump action shotgun. 20” cylinder bore barrel with full
length tube and iron sights. Metalwork with most blue thinning on the edges and some speckle staining. GC woodwork
with chipping to the lacquer finish. GWO&C ALR

96 - L1A1 MAGS ETC
Two 20 shot magazines plus a magazine charger and original Military cleaning kit.
97 - AR10 MAGAZINE
Original scarce 20R waffle magazine. Marked ARMALITE
PATENTS PENDING. Also includes a black canvas webbing sling possibly for the AR10. ExC
98 - WEAPON BOOKS
The Worlds Machine Pistols & Submachine Guns by Nelson and Mus graver??. Hard cover, large format. 667 pages,
B&W photos plus 1979 Edition of Infantry Weapons of the
World. Hard cover, large format, 323 pages and B&W photos. GC
99 - TWO GUN AND AMMUNITION BOOKS
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Firearms and Ammunition.
Both hard cover, large format by Hogg. FC

89

100 - SHAW TAP ACTION PISTOL
Antique, circa mid 18th century, boxlock double barrel tap
action Flintlock pistol. 3” approx 54 bore/44 cal brass barrels and action with early London proofs. The action has
rotating tap with silver back plate and floral design. Also
with basic engraving and marked with makers name SHAW.
VGC slab sided walnut one piece grip. VGWO&C NLR

85 - WESTERNFIELD SHOTGUN
U.S 12g pump action sporting shotgun. 26” barrel with polly type adjustable choke 5 shot magazine. Metalwork with
near all blue. VGC woodwork. Appears to be a Mossberg
500 house brand. ExWO&C ALR
100
85

94 - L1A1 BAYONET
20cm blued blade. Alloy grips and steel scabbard. VGC
95 - L1A1 FURNITURE
A set of black plastic aftermarket furniture for the SLR. Includes forend, pistol grip and butt stock. VGC

81 - SAIGA 12G SHOTGUN
Russian semi auto 12g shotgun built on the AK platform.
16½” barrel. Receiver with fibre optic and iron sights, Izhmash arsenal marks. Metalwork with near all matte black
finish. Synthetic stock and box magazine. ExWO&C ALR
82 - MOSSBERG 590 SHOTGUN
U.S 12G pump action shotgun. 20” barrel with ghost ring
sights, bayonet lug, heat sheild and 8 shot magazine. Metalwork with most overall finish with some scratches. VGC
synthetic stock. VGWO&C ALR

89 - S&W 686 REVOLVER
U.S double action revolver. 4” .357 cal barrel with adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork in ExC Hogue rubber
grip. ExWO&C B/CLR

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771
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109 - 500 NITRO CASES
19 BELL brand unprimed brass 500 Nitro express cases in
original box plus 11 other cases marked 500 Nitro BB. GC

101 - BRANDER AND POTTS FLINTLOCK PISTOL
English antique Flintlock travelling pistol, circa mid 1820’s.
4” approx 20 bore/60 cal round steel barrel with flat top
marked with MINORIES LONDON address. The lock plate
is borderline and foliate engraved and marked BANDER &
POTTS. The lock with roller frizzen and half cock safety.
Metalwork with grey speckle stained patina and traces of
finish. Chequered one piece walnut full stock with aged
crack/repair near the ram rod guide. Steel trigger bow extending in to pineapple finial. G-VGWO&C NLR
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111 - 300 SHERWOOD BRASS
Forty Bertram brand unprimed brass in original packets. For
use in rook/target rifles. GC

102

102 - GUORLAY FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique, circa 1820’s, Flintlock boxlock travelling pistol.
3 ½” approx 54 bore/44 cal round turn off steel barrel with
underfolding flick bayonet. Marked with a modern serial
number on top and is relatively discreet. The boxlock action
with sliding safety marked GOURLAY GLASGOW and
with stand of flags. Metalwork with grey metal patina. Slab
sided walnut grip with vacant escuchon. G-VGWO&C NLR

112 - 50-70 & 43 SPANISH CASES
35 x 50-70 Government unprimed brass for use in the
1866 Trapdoor Springfield rifle. Plus 10 43 Spanish New
unprimed brass for rolling block rifles. GC

103

113 - 1903 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
U.S Military M1903 bolt action rifle. 25” 30.06 cal barrel
with original iron sights and bayonet lug. The chamber is
marked U.S REMINGTON MODEL 1903 and the serial
number in the three million forty nine thousand range. Receiver with magazine cut off fitted and pressed steel type
floor plate. Metalwork retains most overall parkerised finsih. GC woodwork with semi pistol grip and no grasping
grooves has had some arsenal repairs with a checked section
of wood on the wrist and below the chamber. Complete with
swivels. Seldom offered for sale in NZ. VGWO&C ALR

104
113

103 - FLINTLOCK MUFF PISTOL
Antique, circa mid/late 18th century box lock muff pistol.
2” approx .80 bore/.38cal turn off brass barrel, action with
Birmingham proof marks and faint makers mark N. BATH?
VGC silver inlayed walnut grip. G-VGWO&C NLR
104 - PATON PERCUSSION RIFLE
Antique, circa 1850, double percussion rifle. 23” .69 cal
smooth bore damascus twist barrels with platnium plugs
and the rear sight graduated to 60, 100 & 150 yards and
marked E PATON 44 GEORGE ST PERTH. The underside
with Birmingham proofs and number 16 & 17. The lockplates with simple borderline engraving and also marked
PATON. Metalwork with most brown to the barrel and dark
grey patina. VGC tiger stripped walnut chequered stock
with steel furniture also with simple borderline engraving
with speer and vase shaped finial. Missing the ram rod.
VGWO&C NLR

105
117

116

105 - BAKER PERCUSSION FOWLING PIECE
Antique, circa 1840, double barrel fowler. 30” 28 guage
blued barrels marked FREDR T BAKER LONDON and
London proofs. Action is borderline engraved as well as foliate design and retains faint case colours. VGC possible replacement or refinished walnut stock. Small caliber fowlers
are seldom seen. Complete with ebony rod. GWO&C ALR
106 - ARMY AND NAVY DOUBLE RIFLE
Antique 500 Nitro Express cal double rifle by English outfitter Army & Navy Co-operative. 27” blued barrels with
twin leaf sights and marked ARMY & NAVY CSL LONDON. The underside with London proofs and marked 500
EX 52GRS COORDITE 340GRS on both barrels. The back
action lock with borderline and foliate engraving is also
marked ARMY & NAVY CSC. Metalwork has most overall
blue to the barrels and action with grey patina with faint
traces of case colours. VGC chequered walnut stock with
modern rubber butt plate. Contained in its green baize lined
leather case with trade label, oil bottle, 10 empty cases and
a letter from Army and Navy dating the gun to 1892 and
that it was manufactured for them by Webley & Scott.
VGWO&C ALR

115

114 - NO4 RIFLE
British Military SMLE bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver marked
SNO4 MKI* and US PROPERTY (Savage US lend lease).
Metalwork with dark grey patina woodwork with earlier
NO1MKIII but stock. VGWO&C ALR
115 - NO4 RIFLE
British Military WWII bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is marked
NO4 MKI* LONGBRANCH 1942. Metalwork with most
finish. VGC woodwork but has mismatched colour in the
butt stock. Complete with swivels. VGWO&C ALR
116 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI bolt action rifle. 27” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber marked
ERA (Edystone Remington Arms Co.) The receiver with
ordnance stamp and matching number bolt. Metalwork has
most blue. VGC woodwork missing lobbing sight and swivel. The disc has been removed and filed. VGWO&C ALR
117 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military No5 bolt action SMLE carbine. 20½” .303
cal barrel with flash hider and bayonet lug. The chamber and
rear of the receiver have 2 holes each tapped for a scope.
The receiver is marked NO5 MKI (F) 12/46. Metalwork
with near all blue. VGC refinished wooden stock with gloss
coat and complete with sling. G-VGWO&C ALR

114

118 - WWI LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
Chamber and barrel marked EY. The wrist marked crown/
GR B.S.A 1916 SHT LE III*. Metalwork with most overall
blue, GC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

107

107 - ROOK RIFLE
Single shot .22lr cal rifle, 28” octagonal barrel with iron
sights and marked HUNTER & MADILL 58 ROYAL AVENUE BELFAST. Back action lock with side hammer has
borderline and foliate engraving. Barrel has been reblued
and English proofed. VGC woodwork with Ebony tip which
has also been refinished. GWO&C ALR
108 - SQUIRES SHOTGUN
Nice quality single barrel antique, circa 1880’s, fowling
shotgun. 26” 12 bore barrel marked JAS SQUIRES 14
NEWCASTLE ST WHITECHAPEL and 72 KINGSLAND
RD LONDON. Thumb release back action lock with foliate
engraving. Metalwork with most brown to the damacus barrel and traces of case colours to the action. GC woodwork
shows sign of a leather cheek rest that has been removed.
VGWO&C ALR

110 - 450 NITRO BRASS
Ten unprimed Bertram brand unused brass cases. GC

118

119

121

119 - UBERTI SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Italian remake of a Colt 1873 Single action Army Revolver.
5½” .357 cal barrel marked UBERTI etc. Metalwork retains
near all blue to the barrel, trigger guard and back strap. The
frame and hammer have bright case colours. VGC smooth
walnut grips. ExWO&C CLR
120 - UBERTI SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
Similar to previous lot. ExWO&C CLR
121 - EVIL ROY S/A REVOLVER
Italian/US Cimaron Arms Evil Roy model S/A Army revolver. 4¾” .45 Colt cal barrel with square notch rear sight.
This gun also has made in the US hammer and trigger and
is also hand tuned. Stainless metalwork without scratching.
ExC finely chequered walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

6
122 - ARMI SAN MARCO S/A REVOLVER
Italian remake of a single action Army revolver. 5½” .45
Colt blued barrel with slight muzzle wear and bright case
colours to the frame and near all blue to the trigger guard
and back straps. ExC chequered walnut grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR
123 - LEGENDARY FRONTIERSMEN RIFLE
Winchester commemorative model 1894 lever action rifle, circa 1979. 24” 38-55 cal round barrel with full length
magazine tube. The white finshed action is engraved with
frontier scene. Metalwork retains near all original bright
blue. ExC deluxe chequered walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR

134 - THOMPSON MANUAL
Original US WWII period manual for the Thompson
1928A1 SMG MF dated 1942, 25 pages. VGC

122

126

124

124 - CHIEF CRAZY HORSE RIFLE
U.S Winchester commemortive model 1894 lever action rifle, circa 1983. 24” 38-55 cal round barrel with full length
magazine and original sights. The action case colour hardened and engraved with Chief Crazy Horse scene. Metalwork retains all original bright blue and case colours. ExC
walnut stock with brass tack design. Complete with original box paperwork and packet of factory ammo. ExWO&C
ALR

135 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military SLR. 25” .308 cal barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver marked RIFLE
7.62mm L1A1 and Lithgow AD64 prefix. Receiver fitted
with Trilux sight and mount. Metalwork retains near all
original parkerised finish. ExC synthetic furniture complete
with swivels and 20R magazine. One of the better examples
we have encoutered. ExWO&C ELR
136 - COLT AR15 RIFLE
US Colt AR15 A2 Government model semi auto rifle. 20”
.223 cal barrel with aftermarket muzzle break. The bayonet
lug has been ground. Receiver with Colt logo and address
and forward assist. Carry gaurd fitted with original Colt
4x20 scope. Metalwork with near all original parkerised finish. ExC original forend and A category butt stock, fitted
with 5 shot magazine. VG-ExWO&C ALR

127

137 - SKK RIFLE
Chinese Norinco semi auto rifle. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with
iron sights. The receiver with NORINCO markings and accepts AK47 box magazines. Metalwork with near all original parkerised finish. ExC woodwork and includes 5 shot
magazine. ExWO&C ALR

128

125 - WINCHESTER 1894 CENTENIAL RIFLE
Limited Edition 1894-1994 Centenial rifle. 26” Octagonal
to round 30.WCF cal barrel with iron sights and address etc
and ½ length magazine. The receiver is engraved with foliate and deer design. Metalwork retains all original blue.
ExC original deluxe chequered grade 1 walnut stock. Includes original box. ExWO&C ALR

129

126 - S&W M37 AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER
U.S double action 5 shot model 37 snub nosed revolver. .38
Special cal barrel marked AIRWEIGHT SMITH & WESSON etc. Alloy J frame with S&W logo and German 1978
proof mark. Metalwork retains all original bright blue finish
and case coloured small parts. ExC original wood grips. In
as new ExWO&C CLR

138 - AR7 RIFLE
U.S Charter Arms Armalite AR7 survival rifle. 16” .22lr
barrel with original sights. Metalwork with most black textured finish. VGC synthetic butt stock which the rifle stores
inside and also floats. Includes original 10 shot magazine.
VG-ExWO&C ALR

135

139 - SKELETON .22 RIFLE
An unusual U.S Firearms International brand single shot
light weight .22 rifle with swing open breech. 16” barrel
with iron sights. Cast metal (zinc?) stock with some corrosion but most finish. VGWO&C ALR

127 - SWEDISH M12 AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER
U.S 6 shot double action snub nosed model 12-1 revolver.
2” .38 special cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON .38
SPL CTG. Alloy K frame with logo, S&W address and
Swedish Airforce 3 crown markings. Metalwork retains
new all original blue and case colours. ExC original wooden
grips. Includes its period but non matching model 12 blue
cardboard box with manual. ExWO&C CLR

140 - ERMA .22 RIFLE
German ERMA model E .22lr semi auto rifle styled on the
M1 carbine. 16” barrel with front and rear sights removed.
Metalwork with rear all black finish. ExC woodwork with
sling and 10R magazine. VGWO&C ALR
137

128 - NORTH AMERICAN ARMS DERRINGER
U.S 5 shot mini Derringer. 1” .22 lr cal barrel with 5 shot
cylinder. Stainless steel metalwork without significant
scratching. VGC dark walnut grips. Measures just 10cm
overall length. ExWO&C CLR
129 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
Baby version of the FN model 1906 vest pistol. 2” .25 ap cal
barrel, the slide with Herstal address and Browning Arms
Co logo. Metalwork retains nearly all original bright blue.
ExC original BABY & FN marked grips. ExWO&C CLR

136

141 - ARMI JAGGER AP74 RIFLE
Italian semi auto .22lr styled on an AR15 rifle. 21” barrel
with flash hider and bayonet lug. Metalwork with near all
black paint finish. VGC black paint finish wooden stock.
Includes 15 shot magazine. VGWO&C ELR
142 - L2 MAGAZINE
30 shot 7.62x51 cal magazine to suit the L2A1 automatic
rifle or L1A1. Near all black finish. ExC

138

143 - L2 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. ExC

139

130 - MG34 LINK AND TAB
50R steel link for the MG34/42 Waffen amt marked and
dated plus a starter tab also dated and code marked. ExC

144 - L1A1 MAGAZINES
Two 20 shot magazines for the NZ SLR. Plus a charger and
cleaning kit. Most overall finish. VGC

131 - MG34 CARRY HANDLE
Original wooden and steel army handle, most blue finish.
VGC

145 - AR15 UPPER RECEIVER
U.S Ruger brand gas piston upper receiver for AR15 rifle.
16” 5.56mm cal barrel with 1 in 9 twist rate. Steel hand
guard and flip up sights. Also includes the bolt, carrier and
changing handle. ExWO&C ALR

141

132 - D DAY INVASION DAGGER
16cm Cruciform spike blade based on a No4 spike bayonet
with knurled steel handle and scabbard, near all blue finish.
133 - M1 CARBINE MANUAL
Rare WWII printed U.S War Department manual for the
M1 & M1A1 carbine. Titled FM23-7 War Department Field
Manual 1944 with 1943 print date. Small format, 209 pages.
ExC

146

146 - HI STANDARD PISTOL
U.S semi auto Sport King model target pistol. 6¾” .22lr
round barrel with fixed sights. The slide marked with model
and High Standard MFG CORP HAMDEN CONN USA as
well as English proofs. Metalwork with most overall blue
finish thinning on the edges. VGC original brown plastic
grips with right hand palm swell. VGWO&C B/CLR

7
147 - MITCHELL HIGH STANDARD PISTOL
Late model U.S Mitchell Arms citation II high standard
pistol. 5½” .22 lr stainless steel bull barrel with adjustable
sights. The frame and slide with makers details. Metalwork
with original bead blasted finish without significant scratches. ExWO&C B/CLR

147

148 - RUGER STANDARD PISTOL
U.S semi automatic pistol, circa 1980. 6” .22lr round barrel with fixed sights. The reciever marked RUGER 22 CAL
LONG RIFLE AUTOMATIC PISTOL. Metalwork retains
near all original blue. ExC original black plastic grips. Includes original box. ExWO&C B/CLR

157 - WWII LUGER PISTOL
Nazi Germany Army issue P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel
with original foresight and marked with the serial number
and Army acceptance mark. The chamber is dated 1940 and
the toggle is code marked 42 for Mauser as well as Waffenamt marked. Metalwork retains nearly all original salt blue
finish including the small parts which are also correctly
blued. Slight holster wear to the side plate and muzzle. ExC
original walnut grips. All visible serial numbers including
the magazine are matching. Hard to find better. ExWO&C
B/CLR

148

149 - COLT WOODSMAN PISTOL
U.S semi auto pistol. 4½” .22lr cal barrel with fixed sights
and Hartford address, the receiver and slide with Colt logo
and German proof marks. Metalwork with most overall
original blue thinning on the edges and muzzle. VGC original black plastic grips with right hand palm swell. GWO&C
B/CLR
150 - BRNO MODEL 2 RIFLE
Nice quality Czech vintage sporting rifle, circa 1972. 25”
.22lr barrel with foresight but rear removed and marked
BRNO MODEL 2. Receiver with Bushnell brand scope.
Metalwork with most overall blue thinning on the receiver.
ExC wooden stock with QD studs and includes 5 shot magazine. VGWO&C ALR

156 - SA DAGGER
WWII German SA enlisted dagger. 22cm blade marked with
RZM logo and M7/12 makers mark (Weysenberg) as well
as the motto. Some greying to the blade. VGC plated steel
guards with nice tight fit, some cracking to the grip. The
scabbard with hanger. Has what appears to be original black
enamel finish so most likely from SS dagger. GC

149

150

153

151 - ANSCHUTZ MODEL 1400 RIFLE
Vintage bolt action German Sporting rifle, circa 1970. 22”
.22lr cal barrel with adjustable sights and makers marks.
Metalwork with most overall original blue. GC woodwork
with some dings and scratches. Includes its 5 shot magazine.
G-VGWO&C ALR
152 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
U.S semi automatic sporting rifle. .22lr cal barrel with iron
sights, silencer adaptor and silencer blued. Metalwork is
thinning on the barrel. Receiver with Huntsman 4 power
scope. ExC aftermarket synthetic stock. Includes 10 shot
magazine. VGWO&C ALR

155

155 - GERMAN ARMY DAGGER
A nice example of a WWII German Officers dagger. 26cm
blade in near ExC with WKC Solingen Knights head makers mark. Silver plated fittings with “Tomahawk’ style eagle
head on the guard. ExC deep amber coloured celluloid grips
complete with slightly worn knot. VGC original pebble
grain scabbard complete with makers mark D.R.G.M. ExC

157

161

158

164

165
B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue

159 - EXTRA LONG COLT 1911 MAGAZINE
An extremely rare and unusual 41 shot Colt .45 acp 1911
magazine. Measures 60cm in overall length and with circular counters on both sides. The base is marked 45 AUTO,
the body has a couple of dents and some patina staining. The
blue is of the early 20th Century commercial style and we
believe this was most likely made for use in a WWI bi plane
by the pilot/observor. This item shows good age and construction consistant with this period when many pistols were
modified for use in these early air battles. GC
160 - GOLD COMBAT CLASP
Rare Nazi German zinc construction gold combat clasp.
Showing a good amount of wear and age. Convex front,
crimped rear plate with bottle shaped pin, 70x25cm. VGC

160

153 - LAKEFIELD 64B RIFLE
Canadian semi auto sporting rifle. 20” .22lr cal barrel with
iron sights and makers marks. Metalwork retains near all
original blue. ExC wooden stock. Includes 10 shot magazine. This gun is new old stock and with only very minor handling marks and includes it’s box and swing tags.
ExWO&C ALR
154 - SS OFFICERS DAGGER
A rear and desirable WWII German SS 1936 model chained
dagger. 22cm polished blade with early high quality finish and etched with the motto Meine Ehre heist treue. The
blade is correctly without makers or rzm marks and only
has very minor scratches. ExC nickel silver crossguard and
fittings. The grip is also in ExC with nickel silver emblem
and enamel runes. The chain is type one with well stamped
SS runes on the back and high relief skulls. ExC anodized
black scabbard with some speckle staining to the plating at
the tip. One of the nicest examples of this type we have
encountered and a unique opportunity for the discerning
German collector. ExC
EST 5500-7500

158 - WWII P38 PISTOL
WWII Nazi German semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel with original foresight and serial number. The slide is
marked P38 ac 43 (Walther code 1943) and the serial number which is also matching on the frame. Also marked with
acceptance mark and Waffen-amt 359 codes which are also
on the frame and original magazine. Metalwork retains near
all original blue finish thinning on the grip strap. ExC original bakelite grips. Hard to find better. ExWO&C B/CLR

161 - LUFTWAFFE PARATROOPERS AWARD
Early WWII heavy nickel construction. Near all gilt to the
eagle and Swastika, dark wreath with silver highlights. Back
marked GH OSANG DRESDON. 54x41mm. ExC
162 - IRON CROSS WITH BAR
First Class WWI Iron Cross with WWII bar, cross with
crown over W and 1914 bar and eagle 1939 date. Flat bottle
pin, some oxidation in the corners of the cross but most thinning enamel finish, 73x45mm. VGC
163 - PILOTS BADGE
Late War Luftwaffe Pilots award. Blackened wreath and
eagle marked with A on the back and with round pin,
64x52mm. VGC
164 - COLT GOLD CUP PISTOL
High quality U.S target version of the Colt 1911 pistol. 5”
.45 acp cal barrel. The slide with original Elliason adjustable
sights and marked SERIES 80 COLT MKIV GOLD CUP
NATIONAL MATCH. Metalwork retains nearly all original
bright blue finish. ExC original walnut grips. Includes its
original woodgrain cardboard box. ExWO&C B/CLR
165 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
Belgian FN model 1935 semi auto pistol. 4.9” 9mm cal barrel, the slide with fixed sights and Herstal address. Frame
with spur hammer. Metalwork has near all original blue with
some mild scattered pin prick muzzle and slide holster wear.
VGC original wooden grips. Includes 3 extra magazines.
G-VGWO&C B/CLR

8
166 - REMINGTON RI PISTOL
U.S Remington modern variant of the 1911 semi auto pistol.
5” .45acp cal barrel with fixed sights. The slide with fixed
sights and Remington markings. Metalwork with near all
black matte finish. ExC original grips. Includes original box
and extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

178 - WEBLEY KAUFMANN REVOLVER
A circa late 1870’s English Webley Kaufmann double action
revolver. 5¾” .455 cal barrel marked on top with the retailers name C&H WESSON 7 NEW ROAD BRIGHTON.
The frame with 6 shot fluted cylinder is marked WEBLEYS
PATENT and the logo as well as MK inside triangle for the
Kaufmann patent. Metalwork retains nearly all its original
nickel plated finish with only a couple of small areas of loss
near the grips and on the barrel rib. ExC original parrots
beak chequered walnut grips with swivel lanyard ring. Contained in its original blue baize lined oak case with original
retailers trade lable, glass oil bottle, turn screw, cleaning
rod, pull through and key. In hard to beat ExWO&C CLR

166

167 - S&W HIGHWAY PATROLMAN REVOLVER
U.S Model 28.2 N frame double action revolver. 6” .357
magnum cal barrel with adjustable sights and S&W markings. The frame with logo and address. Metalwork has near
all original blue and case colour finishes. VGC original
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

167

168 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
Post war 9mm semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, the
slide with fixed sights and marked with the banner logo Ulm
address and P38 etc. The frame is aluminium type and metalwork retains near all its black matte finish. ExC original
fine chequered grips and P1 marked magazine. ExWO&C
B/CLR

179 - TRAPDOOR CARBINE
U.S Military model 1884 breech loading carbine. 20½” 4570 cal barrel with original sights. The breech cover marked
US MODEL 1884 and the lock plate with eagle and US
SPRINGFIELD. Metalwork has original grey patina to the
barrel and traces of case colours to the action. ExC original
woodwork with two piece triggerguard and U.S marked butt
plate. ExWO&C ALR

168

169 - 1911 MAGAZINES
Three 8R Chip McCormic brand .45acp cal magazines with
bumper pads fitted, another with non branded magazine. All
nickle finish. VGC
170 - BROWNING HI POWER MAGAZINE
Three blued 13R magazines for the 9mm semi auto pistol.
GC

180 - TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
Antique U.S Military, circa 1876-77, model 1873 ‘trapdoor’
breech loading rifle. 28” 45-70 cal round barrel with iron
sights. The lock marked US MODEL 1873 and the plate
marked with eagle and US SPRINGFIELD. Metalwork with
dark original patina and traces of case colours to the action.
Original woodwork with typical handling dings and missing
swivels. G-VGWO&C ALR

176

171 - BROWNING 1910 GRIPS
A pair of original grips for the Browning semi auto pistol.
VGC

177

181 - MAYNARD PATENT RIFLE
Antique U.S Maynards model 1882 single shot rifle. 28”
Octagonal round barrel with flip up foresight and simple
rear sight. At time of cataloging we are not certain on the
caliber but it is most likely 44-60 or 44-70 cal. The frame
is marked EDWARD MAYNARD PATENTEE with 1851
and 59 dates as well as MANUFACTURED BY MASS
ARMS CO CHICOPEE FALLS 1882. The action has central mounted hammer and original apperture sight on the
wrist. Metalwork has thinning original blue to the barrel
with sharp edges. The action has grey metal patina. VGC
original chequered woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

172 - COLT SAA GRIPS
Two pairs of original late model Colt made black plastic
chequered grips plus one screw botz with rampant horse
logo and marked on inside with revolver serial number plus
Colt etc. VGC
173 - COLT AND BROWNING BOOKS
Standard catalog of Colt Firearms plus the standard catalog
of Browning Firearms. Both hard cover, large format, colour
photos and approx 280 pages covering all models and price
guides. ExC
174 - SAVAGE PISTOL BOOK
Savage Pistols by Brower. Hard cover, large format, 268
pages and colour photos. Well presented extensive reference book. ExC
175 - STEVENS POCKET RIFLE
Antique, circa 1884-1896 Vernier new model pocket pistol.
10” round .22RF cal barrel with original sights and octagonal breech marked J STEVENS A. & T. CO. CHICOPEE
FALLS MASS USA. The receiver and skeleton stock retain
nearly all the original nickel silver finish. The barrel has
most thinning original blue. ExC original walnut grips. The
Vernier sight is missing the ladder. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

175
181

183

183 - REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE
A nice example of an Antique U.S Remington No1 rolling
block sporting rifle. 30” heavy octagonal barrel in 50-70
caliber with iron fixed sights and most overall blue finish.
The left hand front of the action is marked with patents of
1864, 72 & 73 and grey patina with traces of case colour
hardening. The wrist is fitted with Vernier type sight. ExC
woodwork with nickel forend and crescent shape butt plate.
ExWO&C ALR

179

176 - S&W NO 1½ REVOLVER
An unusual antique, circa 1870, transitional second issue
model NO 1½ single action revolver. 5” .32rf cal octagonal barrel marked with London proofs and retailer F Gates
Derby unusually without Smith and Wesson address. 6 shot
smooth cylinder also with proof marks. The original nickle
plating has flaked off much of the frame. ExC original ivory
grips. Contained in its original blue baize lined walnut veneered case with turn screw, rod and some original ammuntion. Missing the lock. GWO&C CLR
177 - S&W NO1 REVOLVER
U.S single action second issue No1 revolver. 3¼” .22
SHORT RF cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON
SPRINGFIELD MASS. The 7 shot cylinder with 1860 patent date. Frame retains most nickel thinning on the edges,
barrel with dark patina. VGC walnut grips. Contained in its
original blue baize lined case with rod and turn screw. Action fails to hold on cocked otherwise GWO&C CLR

182 - FRANK WESSON 2 TRIGGER RIFLE
Rare and unusual antique U.S second type twin trigger single
shot rifle, circa 1863-70. 24½ .22rf cal barrel with original
iron sights and marked FRANK WESSON WORCESTER
MASS and has a manual ejector on the side. The rounded
frame uses the front trigger to open the action and back for
firing. Metalwork has most blue to the action thinning on the
edges and a few scratches and marks. The action has dark
to grey patina. The original woodwork is in VGC except for
an aged 10cm split at the wrist but is holding together well.
VGWO&C ALR

185

182

184

184 - REMINGTON NO2 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE
Antique U.S single shot rifle. 26” Octagonal 32-20 cal barrel with adjustable front and rear sight with Elevator marked
REMINGTON ARMS CO ILLION N.Y U.S.A. Metalwork
has most overall blue which has turned to a dark patina
thinning on the edges. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C
ALR
185 - MARTIAL POWDER FLASK
Rare powder flask made from heavy black harness leather
and has unusual side spring charger. Believed to be for Military for priming cannons, marked CGL in circle and 18. See
page 428 Rilings. ExC

9
193 - RIGBY TURNOVER PISTOL
Antique percussion turnover muff pistol by William and
John Rigby, circa 1840-50. 1½” approx .41 cal turn off barrels. The boxlock action with concealed trigger is fully foliate and borderline engraved and marked WM & J RIGBY
DUBLIN and retains near all original bright blue. ExC original finely chequered walnut grips with silver escucheons.
Contained in a contemporary case with label, original mould
and bullets. ExWO&C NLR

186 - AMERICAN POWDER FLASK
American flask and cap company bag shaped Man & Deer
scene flask featuring an after the hunt scene with hunter and
his dog and deer under a tree. Adjustable top with makers
name. Some shallow denting to the surface, 24cm overall.
GC
187

187 - TYPE 30 TRAINING RIFLE
Rare Imperial Japanese Arisaka training rifle modified from
a Type 30 ‘Hook Safety’ rifle. 32” 6.5 cal modified for blank
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The top with 3
Kanji characters and without the Mon and no sign of one
being present. Metalwork with dark overall blue and well
handled woodwork. An interesting and hard to find rifle.
VGWO&C ALR
188 - TYPE 38 TRAINING RIFLE
Imperial Japanese Arisaka training rifle. 27½” 6.5 blank
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Metalwork with
dust cover, retains most overall bright blue. ExC woodwork
with crisp cartouche and original webbing sling. Hard to
find better. ExWO&C ALR

194 - SJ BOVY PERCUSSION PISTOLS
A cased pair of Belgian mid 19th century target/duelling
pistols by S J BOVY. 8½” .52 cal barrels with dovetail foresights and notched rear on the tangs. The sides marked with
Liege proofs and the underside S J BOVY. The white steel
actions with engraving at the front and rear as well as fully
engraved bat wing backing plate. The triggers are adjustable type and the hammers are dolphin design. Metalwork
has grey cleaned metal finish with some staining. VGC one
piece chequered stocks with steel butt plate and mounts extending into vase style finials. Contained in its original blue
velvet lined case with all original accessories including
flask, powder measure, oil bottle, mould mallet patch box
and rods. A nice complete set most likely intended for retail
in a European department store. VGWO&C NLR
EST 7000-10000

188

189 - ARASAKA TRAINING BAYONET
Type 30 training bayonet with 38½ cm blunt edged blade in
the white. Some staining to the blade. GC wooden grip with
Japanese markings. Includes steel scabbard. VGC
190 - TYPE 96 MACHINEGUN
Very rare WWII Imperial Japanese Type 96 light machine
gun. 21” 6.5mm cal fluted barrel with original sight and
carry handle. The sight protector has been removed, most
likely in the field. Left hand side of the receiver is fitted
with its original dial operated sight. The right hand side of
the receiver is marked with Tokyo/Kokura arsenal markings
and Showa 15.4 for April 1940 manufacture. All external
serial numbers except the bipod are matching. (The bipod is
within 100 of the gun and shows consistant wear and in our
opinion has been like this all of its life). The metalwork has
dark original patina with the overall speckling that we find
with guns that sore use in the Pacific. VGC original wooden
pistol grip and butt stock, complete swivel also on the gas
tube and its original magazine. This is a very unique opportunity for the advanced Japanese or Machinegun collector
as these are seldom offered for sale and the first we have had
in over a decade. VGWO&C CLR
EST 7000-9000
191 - MG42 MACHINE GUN & MOUNT
WWII German machine gun. 21” 8mm cal barrel with iron
sights. The feed cover is marked with twin Waffen amts
WaA518 and Cof subcontractors code as well as the serial
number which is matching on the receiver, butt stock and
bolt, the triggerguard is also Waffen amt marked. Metalwork
with most typical post war refinish, black painted stock and
brown Bakelite grips and complete with bipod. Included is
a WWII 1940 dated and Waffen amt marked lafette mount
with post war calibration tag plus 2 drum magazines, three
50R Nazi marked links and post war loading machine.
ExWO&C CLR EST 6500-10000

195 - STEEL FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Rare and seldom seen all steel French/Continental double
flintlock dragoon pistol, circa late 1600’s. 12” aprox .52 cal
octagonal to round barrels with central rib and silver foresights. The banana shaped locks with sunburst and line engraving on the reinforced cocks. The one piece steel stock is
also borderline and finial engraved. Metalwork has grey to
dark aged patina. Includes later replacement steel ram rod.
Action is at fault on one of the cocks otherwise VGC. NLR

194

193

195

196

192 - MP 38 SUBMACHINE GUN
Rare and desirable WWII German S.M.G. 9.9” 9mm cal
barrel with original sights, alloy strengthening rib and
marked with serial number, army acceptance mark and
Waffen amt 280 for Erma. The ribbed receiver with one
piece cocking handle and original sight. The rear is marked
MP38 27 (Erma) and 1938 date. VGC Bakelite one piece
stock with cast alluminium frame. Metalwork has dark grey
overall patina with traces of blue. The serial numbers on the
front section are matching ie: the sight, barrel and magazine
well etc. The serial number on the rear of the receiver, triggerguard and stock are different but are matching. The bolt
and recoil tube are mismatched. VGWO&C CLR
EST 11000-14000

197 - COLT M1878 REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1879, U.S double action Frontier revolver.
5½” .450 boxer cal barrel with ejector and marked with
Colts Pall Mall London address. The cylinders are London
proofed and the triggerguard is marked .45 CAL B. Metalwork has most blue to the frame and dark patina to the
barrel. ExC original chequered walnut grips with lanyard
ring. Trigger return on double action is at fault but otherwise
action works well. These large Colt revolvers are seldom
seen for sale. VGC B/CLR

192

197

198

196 - ENGRAVED COLT S/A REVOLVER
Custom engraved antique, circa 1878, Colt model 1873 Single Action Army revolver. 7½” .45 cal barrel marked on top
COLT’S PT.F.A MFG CO HARTFORD CT U.S.A. The gun
is profusely relief engraved with foliate designs and gold
inlay designs. The barrel features gold bands and 7 horses on the left hand side in different tones of gold and rose
gold, while the right hand side has 6 wolves also in varying
tones of gold. The cylinder and recoil shield also have gold
bands. The frame features a gold Colt horse, eagle and bust
of Samuel Colt on the tang. The rest of the metalwork is
finished in the white. The grips are screwless ivory with a
thin hairline crack on the right hand side that has darkened
with age. The base of the grips are inlayed in steel and also
engraved. The front edge of the frame is signed J Jones Eng.
The gun is contained in its Mahogany red baize lined case
in the U.S/French style. The case also contains engraved
ivory screw drivers and cleaning rods. This is a fine set with
exhibition quality engraving for the advanced collector.
ExWO&C CLR EST 15000-20000

198 - COLT 1860 ARMY REVOLVER
U.S Civil War period, circa 1863 percussion revolver. 8” .44
cal barrel with original silver fore sight marked - ADDRESS
COL. SAM L COLT NEW YORK U.S. AMERICA. 3 screw
frame marked COLTS PATENT. Metalwork has original
blue to the barrel which is thinning and turning plum. The
cylinder still has a visible scene and traces of case colours to
the frame and loading lever. There are a few areas of minor
pricking but finish is well above average. VGC oil finished
walnut grips with inspectors cartouche. All serial numbers
in the 116,000 range are matching. ExWO&C NLR

10
199 - COLT 1851 NAVY REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1852, percussion single action revolver. 7 ½”
.36 cal octagonal barrel marked - ADDRESS SAM L COLT
NEW YORK CITY - and the frame marked COLTS PATENT. Metalwork has dark overall patina with some holster
wear at the muzzle and traces of blue on the recoil shield and
faint traces of cylinder scene. Most nickel finish to the brass
small triggerguard and grip straps. All serial numbers are
matching including the wedge. VGC original walnut grips.
VGWO&C NLR

214

200 - REMINGTON RIDER BELT REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1860’s, double action percussion revolver. 6
½” .36 cal octagonal barrel marked: MANUFACTURED
BY REMINGTONS ILION N.Y RIDERS. PT. AUG 17
1858 MAY 5 1859. Frame with round 6 shot cylinder and
brass triggerguard. Metalwork with sharp edges and grey
patina with traces of blue. VGC original walnut grips. Action is strong and indexes well. A rare pistol with only 3000
made & these are seldom seen for sale. VG-ExWO&C NLR

199

213 - WWI ARTILLERY SHELL
NZ Military 18 pound empty brass shell 1917 dated and
18PRII*. The top has been rolled and it has embossed NZ
Military Cannon and motto. GC

200

214 - MARS GARDEN GUN
German Mars single shot 9mm flobert bolt action rifle. 21”
barrel with iron sights and most dull blue. Woodwork with
surface scratching. GWO&C ALR
215 - SCHWARTZ .22 RIFLE
Swiss bolt action single shot .22lr rifle. 23½” barrel with
peppered finish and sights. VGC woodwork. FWO&C ALR
216 - MARS FLOBERT RIFLE
German Mars brand 6mm flobert single shot bolt action rifle. Most blued finish. Woodwork with handling dings and
scratches. GWO&C ALR

215

217 - VOERE 22 ROFLE
German bolt action single shot .22lr rifle. 21” barrel with
original sights and bright blue. ExC chequered woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR

****20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK****

202 - KNIFE SHARPENING KIT ETC
Lansky brand kit with five stones from coarse to fine. Unused condition, plus The Story of Buck Knives, hard cover
book. GC

219 - DADE GUN
An unusual Australian single shot Dade Gun for starting
burn off fires uses .22 blank to fire the dade and uses lever
action system. GWO&C ALR

219

220 - POWDER SCALES
Hornady Pacific brand balance scales. GC

203 - FIVE GUN BOOKS
All soft cover large format: Famous Automatic Pistols and
Revolvers, Pistols of the World, Single Action Revolvers,
AR15/M16 A Practicle Guide and Street Sweepers Book of
Combat Shotguns. GC
204 - FOUR MILITARY GUN BOOKS
Three hard cover coffee table type books: Illustrated Guide
to Combat Weapons, Infantry Weapons of WWII, Encyclopidia of Small Arms, plus soft cover book 20th Century
Guns. FC

218 - TOZ .22 RIFLE
Russian bolt action rifle. 21” .22lr barrel with iron sights.
Metalwork with grey metal finish. 5 shot mag, worn but GC
woodwork. FWO&C ALR

217

201 - FOUR BOOKS
Three soft cover annual type - 11th Edition of the Gun Traders Guide, Reloading for Shotgunners plus Metalic Cartridge Loading and The Accurate Rifle by Page, hard cover.
GC

221 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 109R of 8mm Mauser ammo in
5R chargers. GC ALR

224

222 - 303 AMMO, DIES AND MAGS
Bag lot containing 94R of 303 ammo, three Lyman 303 dies
and two 303 10R mags. GC ALR
223 - 7.62X54R AMMO AND DIES
Bag lot containing approx 40R of 7.62x54R ammo and Lee
reloading dies in original case. GC ALR

226

205 - FOUR GUN BOOKS
All hard cover coffee table type books: Modern Handguns,
Firearms Illustrated Guide, Small Arms 1860 to Present Day
and Firearms, the History of Guns. GC

225

206 - ASSORTED WEBBING
Bag lot containing three Military water bottles and covers,
belt, sling, drop bag and yoke. GC

225 - CHASEPOT SHOTGUN
Bolt action 12 guage needle fire conversion of the French
Military rifle. 32” barrel, metalwork with dark patina. ½
stock woodwork with bolt repairs. P-FWO&C ALR

207 - ASSORTED WEBBING
Bag lot containing two NZ water bottles and covers belt,
yoke, radio and mag pouch. Vietnam to 80’s era. GC

226 - CARCANO SPORTER CARBINE
M1938 bolt action rifle. 23” 6.5 cal barrel with original
sights. Metalwork with black paint finish. GC woodwork
with some dings etc. Includes one charging clip. GWO&C
ALR

227

208 - ASSORTED WEBBING
Bag lot containing an assortment of belts, slings and pouches. GC
209 - FLAK JACKET
Most likely U.S Vietnam period olive coloured nylon Flak
jacket, size large with labels. GC

227 - SPORTERISED MAUSER CARBINE
Mauser bolt action rifle. 18” .308 cal blued barrel with iron
sights, most reblue, GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

229

210 - HOSTERS AND BELTS
Bag lot of approx seven leather and nylon holster. Some
with cartridge belts for single action etc. F-GC
211 - ASSORTED KNIVES
Bag lot containing approx ten assorted knives including two
kukris, kershaw and commemorative pocket knives. P-GC
212 - BOFORS SHELL
40mm brass bofors anti aircraft shell 1952 dated. Some tarnishing to the brass. GC

224 - MARLIN GOOSE GUN
12G bolt action shotgun. 26” barrel with poly choke
and porting thin blue finish. Detachable box magazine.
GWO&C ALR

228

228 - SPORTERISED 03 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
25” 30.06 cal barrel with modified foresight, 1942 date and
original rear sight with Springfield Armoury marks. Missing the floreplate. GC cut down woodwork with swivels.
GC ALR
229 - 303 SPORTING RIFLE
Sporterised SMLE No4 MK1 bolt action rifle. 22” .303 cal
barrel with iron sight and peep sight on the action. Most
blue, GC woodwork with home done cheek piece. Includes
Military sling and 10 shot magazine. GWO&C ALR

11
230 - 303 SPORTING RIFLE
Sporterised SMLE No1 MKIII bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal
barrel with foresight. Wrist with target sight. Dark overall
patina and heavily cleaned woodwork. FWO&C ALR

249 - M1 GARAND AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR
230

231 - ASSORTED PISTOL AMMO
Bag lot of handgun ammo contained in original boxes: 20R
Winchester .45 acp Hollow point. 98R 9mm Sako & Surplus
brands. 70R of .380 Norma & PMC brands plus 20R of surplus .32 ammo. GC ALR

254
255

253 - 45 LONG COLT AMMO
40R of Winchester 255gr lead ammo in original packets. GC
ALR

233 - RIFLE PRIMERS
A bag lot of assorted primers containing approx 2000 small
primers, 300 large rifle, 900 small magnum and 700 large
magnum. Federal, Winchester and CCI brands. GC

254 - M1 CARBINE
U.S WWII period M1 semi auto carbine. 18” .30 carbine cal
barrel marked INLAND MFG DIV GENERAL MOTORS
5-44 and with original forsight and without bayonet lug fitted. The chamber marked US CARBINE CAL 30 M1. The
rear with adjustable sight and marked INLAND DIV. Metalwork with near all blue. ExC M2 type woodwork complete
with 15R magazine. ExWO&C ELR

234 - PISTOL PRIMERS
A bag lot of pistol primers containing approx 2000 large and
400 small pistol primers, Winchester brand. GC

256

255 - IVER JOHNSON M1 CARBINE
Post war commercial semi auto rifle. 18” .30 M1 cal barrel
with foresight and ventilated heat shield. Missing the rear
sight and marked IVER JOHNSON NJ. Metalwork with
thinning original blue. GC woodwork complete with 30R
magazine. GWO&C ELR

236 - ASSORTED PROJECTILES
Bag lot of assorted projectiles containing full and broken
packets of .22. 6mm, 9mm and .44 cal. Sierra, Speer and
Hornady brands. GC
237 - 303 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 110R of 303. In two original 32R
C.I.A mk7 packets and 1R bulk pack. GC ALR
238 - 303 AMMO
Approx 130 C.A.C brand FMJ .303 rounds. GC ALR
239 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
130R of Military Surplus most likely Yugoslavian 7.92mm
ammo. GC ALR

257

258

258 - SIAMESE LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
Seldom seen Siamese/Thailand contract SMLE No1 MKIII
bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and
bayonet lug. The wrist is marked BSA and on the otherside
with Tigers head logo. Metalwork with dark patina. Woodwork is typical of the climate with some heavy marking
and missing stock disc. Includes webbing and sling. Only
10,000 of these were made in the 1920’s and few survive
today. GWO&C ALR

242 - 308 AMMO
Bag lot containing 280R of .308 ammo. Head stamped
ZV69. In original blue 20R packets. Most likely corrosive.
GC ALR
243 - 308 AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR
244 - 308 AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR
245 - 9MM AMMO
Box lot containing 750R of Norinco 9mm ammo. Comes in
original 50R boxes, 124gr brass cased non corrosive. GC
ALR

259

246 - 9MM AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR
247 - .30 CARBINE AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 140R of .30 carbine ammo. FC
ALR
248 - M1 GARAND AMMO
72R of 30.06 FMJ ammo contained in 9 En-Blocks. GC
ALR

256 - NO4 MKI RIFLE
British Military Lee Enfield No4 MKI bolt action rifle. 25”
.303 cal barrel with original foresight and bayonet lug, the
receiver with correct adjustable leaf with battle apperture
rear sight. Right hand side is marked No4 MKI & TI prefix.
Left hand side has spring loaded bolt head release. Wrist
dated 1942 and broad arrow. Metalwork with dark patina.
VGC woodwork complete with sling. Not often encountered variation. VGWO&C ALR
257 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
British/NZ Military WWII SMLE Bolt Action rifle. 25”
.303 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver marked No
4 MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942. Metalwork with most thinning original blue. VGC woodwork with NZ marked butt
stock and swivels removed. GWO&C ALR

240 - 308 AMMO
140R South African R1M1 battle pack of .308 FMJ ammo.
GC ALR
241 - .308 AMMO
Boxed lot containing approx 250R of .308 ammo, head
stamped HF 7.62. GC ALR

251 - 45 ACP MATCH AMMO
100R of 1972 Winchester Match ammo in original packets.
GC ALR
252 - 45 ACP AMMO
100R of Federal American Eagle 230g FMJ ammo, circa
1989. GC ALR

232 - 7X57R AMMO
Bag lot containing 36R of 7x57R ammo, 34 cases of 7x57R
brass and approx 200 7mm projectiles. Norma & Hornady
brands. FC ALR

235 - .30 CAL PROJECTILES
Bag lot containing approx 550 .30 cal projectiles. Various
grain weights 110-200gr Sierra, Speer & Norma brands. GC

250 - .303 AMMO
Approx 138R of WWII .303 ammo. 90 loose and 48 in
WWII dated packet. GC ALR

260

259 - LEE ENFIELD .410 SHOTGUN
Indian prison guard conversion of a No1 MKIII SMLE to
.410g. 25” Barrel with original sights. The wrist marked
.410 RF1 1931. Metalwork with dark overall blue. GC
woodwork with ESA cartouche. GWO&C ALR
260 - WILKINSON WEBLEY REVOLVER
British, early 1900’s, Webley MKIV double action revolver
retailed by Wilkinson. 4” .455 cal barrel marked WEBLEY
& SON LONDON & BIRMINGHAM and the top strap
is marked WILKINSON PALL MALL LONDON and the
bridge MARK “IV”. The frame has Webley Patents logo
and the inside of the grip is marked with what appears to be
a rack number. Metalwork with most overall blue with loss
to the edges. ExC original birds head hard rubber grips and
lanyard ring. Most likely an Officers private purchase revolver. VGWO&C B/CLR

12
261 - MARKIII WEBLEY REVOLVER
Australian Military Issue double action Webley revolver. 4”
.38 S&W cal barrel marked with British proofs. Webley &
Scott address and MARK III .38 as well as D↑D and rack
number 25. Frame with winged bullet logo. Metalwork with
most overall original blue thinning on the edges and some
mild staining. VGC original wooden grips. VGWO&C
B/CLR

261

262 - ENFIELD NO2 REVOLVER
British Military double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal
barrel marked CAL .38 broad arrow etc. Frame type with
exposed hammer and marked ENFIELD NO2 MKI 1934.
Metalwork has most Military paint refinish flaking around
the triggerguard on the right hand side. VG original grips
with lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR
263 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
U.S WWII period double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal
barrel marked with Smith & Wesson address, caliber and
patant info. The top strap marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY and the frame with logo. Metalwork with near all
parkerised finish with some slight scratching. GC but original smooth grips with some slight chips and includes lanyard ring. Action is at fault on DA otherwise VGC B/CLR
264 - PATTERN 07 BAYONET
British Military SMLE bayonet. 43cm Blade with some
staining. Ordnance marked and 1 17 date. Dark brown scabbard with frog. GC
265 - PATTERN 07 BAYONET
WWI SMLE bayonet 43cm blade with dark patina and
WICKINSON mark with 9 18 date etc. Complete with scabbard. GC
266 - JUNGLE CARBINE BAYONET
20cm Bright blued blade marked R.F.I (Ishapore India).
ExC wooden grip and steel scabbard and frog. Modern
made in as new ExC.

271 - BOLO MAUSER PISTOL
A fine example of a ‘Bolo’ version of the C96 Mauser Brown
Handle pistol, circa 1921. 3.9" 7.63 cal barrel with original
sights. The chamber marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER
OBENDORF A/N as well German Crown/U proof mark.
Original rear sight graduated to 1000 yards. The frame with
Mauser address on right hand side and has late second type
safety and small ring hammer. Metalwork retains nearly all
original blue and bright fire blue to the small parts. ExC
original wooden grips with correct lanyard ring. Included
with the gun is its correct ‘Bolo’ model wooden shoulder
stock. The serial no. of the stock is mismatched to the gun
but they are seldom seen with any stock. A unique opportunity to purchase one of the finest Bolo’s we have seen for
sale in New Zealand. ExWO&C B/CLR

262

264

272 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE
Original WWII period 50R drum magazine for the 1928/
A1 SMG. Marked THE SEYMOUR PRODUCTS CO SEYMOUR, CONN & MAGAZINE TYPE “L” loading info etc.
Most overall blue thinning on the edges and includes a loading instuction sheet. VGC

263

273 - THOMPSON 30R MAGAZINES
UMC marked & 1944 dated 3 cell webbing pouch containing three 30R magazine with most overall original blue.
VGC
274 - THOMPSON 20R MAGAZINE
U.S marked 5 cell webbing pouch containing 5x20R magazines. Near all original

267 268

275 - THOMPSON SPARE PARTS
Plastic box containing over 60 spare parts accessories for
the U.S S.M.G including springs, screw pins and oil bottles
etc. VGC

271
270

267 - K98 BAYONET
WWII German Mauser bayonet 25cm blued blade marked
E.PACK & S. Grooved Bakelite grip and steel scabbard.
VGC

277 - COLT 1921 THOMPSON MAGAZINE
Extremely rare 20 shot model 1921 incorrect date stamped
magazine. Near all blue. VGC
278 - 1921 THOMPSON OIL BOTTLE
Rare oil bottle for the 1921 Colt Thompson S.M.G plus felt
buffer. Nickel plated finish. VGC

268 - ERSATZ BAYONET
German 88/98 Erastz all steel bayonet. 25cm blade with the
false edge sharpened and a heat stain mark. ¾ muzzle ring.
Handle and scabbard with thinning green paint. FC
269 - THOMPSON 1928A1 SMG
U.S Savage made model of 1928A1 Submachine gun. 14”
.45acp cal barrel including the Cuttes compensator and with
ribbed profile. The left hand side is marked 12 44 and the
right hand side is marked with a Crown over upside down
M & 37 (most likely Swedish Military marking). The receiver is fitted with adjustable Lyman sight and marked
US MODEL OF 1928A1 and savage prefix serial number
as well as THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN etc and inspection marks. The otherside is marked with patent dates
and AUTO-ORDNANCE address. Top and botton serial
numbers are mismatched. Metalwork has most commercial
gloss old re blue finish. Woodwork with pistol grip forend
has commercial gloss lacquer finish with a few dings etc. Includes original NY address auto ordnance L drum magazine.
VGWO&C CLR
270 - THOMPSON M1A1 SMG
U.S WWII period M1A1 version of the Thompson S.M.G.
11” .45 acp cal barrel. The receiver with winged battle sight
and is marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN CALIBER .45 M1A1 as well as auto ordnance address and inspectors marks GEG & F JA. Metalwork has most overall
black Military paint refinish (most likely Soviet WWII contract/lend lease) upper and lower serial numbers are matching. GC woodwork with some dings and scratches. Includes
20 shot magazine. GWO&C CLR

276 - 1921 THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Four correct patent date magazines for the Colt 1921
Thompson. Contained in a hand tooled magazine pouch
marked SAPD (San Antonio Police Department). VGC

279 - THOMPSON PISTOL GRIP
Original back pistol grip for the Thompson 1921/28 S.M.G.
Includes mounting screw. VGC
280 - SIG P210 PISTOL
High quality Swiss Military issue semi automatic pistol.
4½” 9mm cal barrel, the slide with original sights and
marked with the Swiss Cross, SIG logo and A prefix serial
number for Military issue. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC wooden chequered grips with lanyard ring
at the base. Complete with original leather holster and extra
magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

280

281

281 - SIG P90 RIFLE
Swiss Sig Arms semi automatic rifle. 30½” 5.56mm cal
barrel including the flash hider and foresight. The receiver
with scope rail and diopter sight. Metalwork retains near all
original dark grey enamel finish. ExC synthetic furniture
with folding butt stock and aftermarket folding bipod. Includes three 20 shot magazines, manual, cleaning kit and
sling. ExWO&C ELR

282

282 - SIG 542 RIFLE
Swiss Military select fire automatic rifle. 19” .308 cal barrel
including the flash hider. The rear sight has been removed
and a weaver rail fitted. The receiver is marked with the SIG
logo and SIG542 and has three position selector. Metalwork
has most original parkerised finish. ExC original green synthetic furniture with folding bipod. Includes 20 shot magazine. VG-ExWO&C CLR

13
283 - H&K MR223 RIFLE
German made AR15 type rifle. 16” .223 cal barrel with flash
hider and gas block with folding sight. Flat top ‘piston’
type upper with full length rail H&K markings and German
proofs. Metalwork retains near all original finish. Multi rail
handguard and collapsable buttstock. Includes original 30R
magazine. ExWO&C ELR

288

284 - ROCK RIVER AR15 RIFLE
U.S semi automatic rifle. 16” 5.56mm cal barrel fitted with
muzzle break. Flat top receiver without sights. Metalwork
with near all finish. Alloy tubular handguard and Magpul
MOE butt stock. Includes 20 shot magazine. ExWO&C

284
289

285 - SIG 542 MAGAZINES
Two 20 shot steel magazines for the Swiss 308 cal rifle. ExC
286 - TWO AR15 MAGAZINES
Two 30 shot TAC LOAD brand magazine, plus two quick
extraction base plates. ExC
287 - THREE AR15 MAGAZINES
20 & 30 shot steel magazines plus a 30 shot plastic. F-GC

294 - MP5 SUBMACHINE GUN
Chinese Norinco NR08 clone of a H&K MP5A4 S.M.G.
9½” 9mm cal barrel. The receiver with diopter rear sight
and fixed front. Polymer one piece trigger group and grip
with ambidextrous 4 position selector: safe, semi, 3R burst
and full automatic. Metalwork retains near all original matte
black finish. Fitted with telescopic stock and 30R magazine.
Includes sling and hard case. ExWO&C CLR

296 - UZI MAGAZINE
32R 9mm Uzi magazine. Near all original parkerised finish. VGC

290

297 - MP5 MAGAZINE
Early German 30 shot 9mm straight magazine for the MP5
S.M.G. marked MP5 HK 4/68 with strength ribs in the front.
Near all blue. ExC

288 - BROWNING M1900 PISTOL
Belgian semi automatic pistol. 4” .32 acp cal barrel, slide
with integral sight with cocking indicator and Herstal address. Metalwork with most overall original blue with some
slight scratches and holster wear. VGC original FN logo
hard rubber grips. G-VGWO&C CLR

298 - WINCHESTER M1890 RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1927, Winchester take down pump action rifle. 24” Octagonal .22lr cal barrel with 3/4 magazine and
original sights. Marked with New Haven address and patent
info as well as MODEL 90.22 LONG RIFLE. The upper
tang is marked WINCHESTER - TRADEMARK - MADE
IN USA. Metalwork has most overall blue thinning to patina
on the reciever and overall mild staining. VGC original walnut forend and crescent shape but stock. Hard to find in this
caliber as only about 10% were .22lr VGWO&C ALR

291

289 - BROWNING 1900
FN Browning semi automatic pistol. 3½” .32 acp cal barrel with integral sights and marked with Belgian proofs and
Herstal address. Metalwork retains most original blue finish
slightly thinning on the edges. ExC original FN logo hard
rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR
290 - S&W MODEL 60 REVOLVER
U.S double action snub nosed revolver. 2” .38 SPECIAL
cal barrel with original sight and S&W markings. Stainless steel metalwork with only light scratches. VGC rubber
grips. VGWO&C CLR

295

303

298

291 - S&W M59 PISTOL
Vintage semi automatic U.S pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with
adjustable sights and S&W markings on the slide. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. ExC original plastic grips. Includes its original blue cardboard box with paperwork and two extra magazines. Hard to find better in like
new ExWO&C B/CLR
292 - SCORPION EVO 3 S.M.G
Czech CZ Scorpion model EVO3A1 select fire submachine
gun. 8½” 9mm cal barrel with original flash hider fitted.
Polymer receiver with full length rail fitted with its original
iron sights. The receiver has ambidextrous 4 position selector: safe, semi, 3R burst and full automatic and is marked
CZ SCORPION EVO3A1. Fitted with original side folding
telescopic stock and 30R box magazine. This is the only one
of these latest technology S.M.G’s we have seen for sale in
NZ and is in as new unused condition with original manual
and box. Some damage to the box. ExWO&C CLR
EST 6000-8000
293 - BREN 805 ASSAULT RIFLE
Extremely rare Czech select fire assault rifle. 14” 5.56mm
cal barrel fitted with original flash hider and bayonet lug.
Flat top receiver with full length rail with folding iron
sights. The receiver has ambidextrous 4 postition selector:
safe, semi, 2R burst and full automatic. Left hand side is
marked CZ 805 BREN. Fitted with sidefolding collapsable
stock and 30R magazine. This is the only one of these rifles
we have seen for sale in NZ and an unique opportunity for
the Czech or Military rifle collector to purchase this current issue rifle. Includes original box and manual in as new
ExWO&C CLR EST 6000-8000

295 - UZI SUBMACHINE GUN
Isreali Military issue S.M.G. 10” 9mm cal barrel, the receiver with original adjustable sights and with 3 position
selector. All markings are in Hebrew and the metalwork
retains near all parkerised finish. GC black synthetic grips
with underfolding steel stock and includes 32R magazine.
VGWO&C CLR

300

283

292

299 - WINCHESTER 92 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1895, US Winchester model 1892 rifle. 24”
44-40 cal octagonal barrel with full length magazine tube
adjustable rear and dovetail forsight. The barrel is marked
-MANUFACTURED BY THE - WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO NEW HAVEN. CONN U.S.A.- and 44WCF
at the breech. The upper tang with early markings - MODEL
1842 - WINCHESTER - PAT OCT 14 1884. The underside
of the frame is marked with the serial number is the 76 thousand range. Metalwork has areas of original blue and nice
overall patina with sharp edges. ExC original walnut forend
and crescent shaped butt stock. One of the nicest condition
early 92’s we have encountered as these often sore hard use.
VG-ExWO&C ALR
300 - WINCHESTER 73 RIFLE
Anitque, circa 1882, U.S Winchester early third model 1873
lever action rifle. 24” Octagonal 38-40 cal barrel with full
length magazine, adjustable rear and dove tailed foresight.
The barrel is marked WINCHESTER’S - REPEATING
ARMS . NEW HAVEN. CT. KINGS - IMPROVEMENT PATENTED - MARCH 29 1866. OCTOBER 16. 1860. The
tang is marked MODEL 1873 and is missing the tang sight
blanking screws (most likely had a tang sight fitted at some
point). The underside of the gun is marked with the caliber
and serial number in the 102 thousand range. Metalwork has
dark consistant overall patina with areas of blue and nice
sharp edges. ExC woodwork with correct early shotgun type
butt stock. A nice genuine untouched cowboy period ‘73 rifle in a scarce caliber. VGWO&C ALR
301 - MODEL 1888 RELOADING TOOL
Rare antique 38-55 cal Winchester reloading tool. Marked
MANUFACTURED BY THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO etc and 1888 patent date, complete with the
die which is often missing and marked with the caliber. Near
all original finish. ExC
302 - MODEL 1880 RELOADING TOOL
Rare Winchester model 1880 first issue 45 Government cal
bullet mould. Marked with Winchester address and patent
as well as cal. Original finish thinning to grey in areas. VGC

14
303 - MODEL 1894 RELOADING TOOL
Rare Winchester 40-60 WCF cal hand reloading tool.
Marked with Winchester address and patent dates and the
caliber on the die. Near all original blue finish. ExC

303

304

304 - PINFIRE SABRE REVOLVER
Unusual and rear large antique Belgian combination Sabre
revolver. The makers marks are impossible to make out as
it has been overstamped, B 1906 .232. 5¾” 11mm pinfire
calibre barrel with the blade extending another 6¼ inches. 6
Shot open top cylinder with double action mechanism and
Liege proof mark. Metalwork is engraved and has grey metal aged finish. GC original grips with small chip on the left
hand side. Action indexes and functions well. VGWO&C
NLR

309

317 - NO4 MK2 RIFLE
British Military SMLE bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber and
charger guide have been tapped for a scope with two holes
in each. The receiver is marked NO4 MK 1/2 (F) 10/49
and has original adjustable apperture sight. ExC woodwork
complete with sling. VG-ExWO&C ALR

310

318 - NO3 RIFLE
WWI period British SMLE bolt action rifle. 25” barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The wrist marked Crown/
GR 1918 SHT L.E III*. Metalwork has most overall refinish. The butt stock is a replacement Lithgow WWII stock
with several dings and the front wood is refinished replacement. GWO&C ALR

311

319 - DE LISLE CARBINE
Replica of the WWII silenced bolt action carbine built on a
No3 action. 15”.45acp cal Barrel with over barrel silencer
with crinkle finish and adjustable sights finish. Metalwork
with most overall finish. Action fitted with correct detachable Colt 1911 magazine. VGC woodwork complete with
sling. VGWO&C ALR

312

313

320 - THREE BAYONETS
WWII SMLE spike bayonet, blued finish with early type
steel scabbard, plus a shortened to 27cm '07 bayonet without
scabbard and a Pattern 1888 bayonet with pitted finish and
scabbbard. P-VGC

316

318

319

321 - 1907 SLING
Original leather sling to suit the U.S 1903 springfield or M1
Garand rifles etc. VGC
322 - U.S MILITARY COMPASS
WWI period U.S Military lensatic compass and pouch.
Most dark olive paint finish and marked LENSATIC COMPASS US NO 9062 and paper scale on the base is all present. Complete with original leather pouch. VGC
323 - COLT 1903 HOLSTER
U.S Audley patent leather holster to suit Colt 1903/08 pistol
or Savage medium frame pistol. The rear marked AUDLEY
PATENT and New York address. ExC

311 - REDHAWK REVOLVER
U.S Ruger double action revolver. 5½” .44 MAG cal barrel
with original adjustable sights. Stainlesss steel metalwork
with some slight scratches. VGC original walnut grips.
ExWO&C B/CLR
312 - SUPER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER
U.S Ruger single action revolver. 7½” .44 MAG cal barrel
with adjustable sights. Metalwork with near all original blue
finish. ExC original wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

316 - NO3 RANGE RIFLE
NZ Military SMLE bolt action rifle modified for range use.
25” .303 cal barrel with original foresight, nose cap with
bayonet lug. The rear sight has been removed with new solid
top wood. The receiver is fitted with Parker Hale apperture
sight. Chamber marked NZ etc and the wrist Crown/GR
1918 SHT LE III *. Metalwork with most overall blue and
ExC woodwork complete with sling. ExWO&C ALR

308

308 - ITALIAN PERCUSSION PISTOLS
A pair of large percussion pistols, circa 1840’s by Isaia a
Torino. 14” approx .56 cal swamped barrels with flat rib
and gold foresights. The top is marked Isaia a Torino and
has gold stamp .I.C. DAX. Metalwork retains near overall
original brown finish to the barrels and case coloured finish to the lock plates breech and hammers. ExC full length
wooden stock chequered at the wrist and cut for a shoulder stock, brass mounts extending into finial designs. ExC
ivory tipped rods. Includes an original shoulder stock with
leather pouch. Contained in a contempory velvet lined case.
ExWO&C NLR EST 7000-9000

310 - CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION PISTOLS
A pair of percussion small travelling/muff pistons, circa mid
1800’s . 2½” approx .44 cal round turn off barrels. Box lock
action with offset hammers and concealed triggers. Metalwork has floral engraved lock section and dark patina. VGC
fluted wooden grips with steel butt plates. VGWO&C NLR

315 - NO4 RIFLE
WWII SMLE bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with
original sight and bayonet lug. The receiver is marked NO4
MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942 and with original adjustable
apperture sight. Metalwork has most overall thinning blue.
GC woodwork complete with swivels. GWO&C ALR

306

307 - J&W RICHARDS MUFF PISTOL
Antique, circa late 1700’s small flintlock pistol. 1½” approx
80 bore turn off round barrel. Boxlock action with ½ cock
safety is borderline engraved and marked J&W RICHARDS
LONDON as well as London proofs on the underside. Metalwork has polished white finish and gold band around the
breech. ExC slabsided grip. ExWO&C NLR

309 - DOUBLE PERCUSSION PISTOL
Antique, circa mid 1800’s Continental percussion travelling
pistol. 4” approx .52 cal octagonal over and under barrel
with floral engraving at the breech and side mount steel
rod. The back action lock plates, hammers and steel trigger
guard are also engraved. Metalwork with dark patina and
VGC one piece stock with fluted grip and engraved steel
butt plate. VGW&C NLR

314 - UBERTI REVOLVER
Italian single action revolver. 7½” .357 mag cal barrel with
adjustable sights. Metalwork with most blue to the barrel
thinning at the muzzle, case coloured action and blued trigger guard and straps thinning to grey on the back. Replacment wooden grips and foresight. GWO&C B/CLR

305

305 - PINFIRE BAYONET REVOLVER
European pinfire revolver with side folding bayonet. 3¼”
Octagonal 7mm pinfire cal barrel with * over U proof. 6 shot
open top cylinder and double action mechanism with folding trigger. Metalwork with engraving and dark patina. GC
grips, action indexes and functions well. VGWO&C NLR
306 - MIGUELET PISTOL
Antique, converted to percussion, Spanish Miguelet lock
small travelling pistol. 3½” Octagonal to round .68 cal barrel with cannon turned muzzle and borderline engraving.
The lock is ornate and depicts a dog. Metalwork with dark
original patina. VGC chequered one piece stock with blued
mounts which still retain some bright blue and has its ram
rod. VGWO&C NLR

313 - RUGER BEERCAT REVOLVER
U.S single action revolver, 4” .22lr barrel, 6 shot cylinder
with rolled scene. Metalwork with near all blued finish with
some wear to the barrel and cylinder. VGC walnut grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

317

324 - .380 COLLECTORS AMMO
Original 50R vintage packet of Winchester .380 COLT automatic. Green and yellow colours are sharp. The seal is
neatly broken and all rounds are present. ExC ALR

15
325 - 30 MAUSER COLLECTORS AMMO
Original packet of Remington UMC brand .30 Mauser 7.63
mm smokeless ammunition. Red and blue packet with slight
staining and scuffing to the top. The seal is broken and all
rounds are present. VGC ALR

330

326 - .45 ACP MILITARY AMMO
100R of .45 ACP ammo in original 20R Military packets
marked Pistol Ball M1911. Remington Arms company and
WCC brands. Packets opened. FC ALR
327 - 9MM PARABELLUM AMMO
150R of Winchester 9mm submachine gun ammo. In original 50R packets. GC ALR

342 - PTRS-41 ANTI TANK RIFLE
Extremely rare Soviet WWII semi automatic anti tank rifle.
50” detachable 14.5mm cal barrel with original sight, muzzle break and folding bipod fitted. Metalwork with several
ordnance marks and retains near all original finish. ExC
wooden butt stock, pistol grip & carry handle. Also includes
5R magazine charger. This is the only one of these we
have offered for sale & extremely hard to find. In as issued
ExWO&C ELR EST 5500-8000

328

328 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military ‘SLR’, 25” .308 cal barrel including flash hider
with bayonet lug and origianl sights. The receiver with Lithgow 1963 prefix and marked RIFLE 7.62mm L1A1. Metalwork has most overall Military finish. ExC black synthetic
furniture and includes 20R magazine. VG-ExWO&C ELR
329 - TYPE 84S RIFLE
Chinese ‘AK’ based semi automatic rifle. 16½” .223 cal
barrel including the muzzle break and has bayonet lug and
original sights. The receiver with sidemount and Walther red
dot sight. Metalwork has most original parkerised finish.
Synthetic Draganov style stock with sling. Includes bayonet, 30R magazine and a 12 shot magazine. GWO&C ELR
330 - HAKIM RIFLE
Egyptian Military semi automatic rifle. 25” 8mm Mauser cal
barrel including the original muzzle break sights and bayonet lug. Metalwork with near all original finish and marked
in Farzi. ExC woodwork and includes original magazine.
One of the better examples we have encountered. ExWO&C
CLR

329

343 - ZB37 MACHINE GUN
Czech heavy machine gun. 27” heavy fluted 8mm cal barrel with flash hider and original sight. The receiver marked
CS Zbrojovka AS BRNO KULOMET VZ 37. Metalwork
retains near all blued finish. VGC wooden grips and carry
handle. Fitted to its correct bunker mount. Many of these
were used by the Germans after occupation during WWII.
ExWO&C CLR

341
345

344

332 - 3 SLR MAGAZINES
Three 20 shot L1A1 magazines. GC
333 - MORINCO 84S MAGAZINE
30 shot .223 magazine for the Chinese .223 semi auto rifle.
Most finish, some pin prick stainning. GC

339

334 - NORINCO 84S MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. GC

346

336 - M14 MAGAZINE
U.S CMI brand 20 shot magazine for the .308 cal rifle. Near
all parkerised finish. ExC
337 - HENSOLDT G3 SCOPE
Original German Military issue Z24 optic and claw mount
for the G3 rifle contained in original carry case with filter.
In as issued ExC

347

338 - M1 GARAND GRENADE LAUNCHER
Italian issue/made Grenade launcher for the M1 Garand rifle
marked in white OVAL PER FUCILE CAL .30M1. GC
339 - PRACTICE GRENADE
Inert/dummy practice U.S M.G rifle grenade most black
paint finish. NLR
340 - MG34
WWII German machine gun. 28” 8mm Mauser cal barrel including the flash hider and ventilated shroud. The chamber
is marked dot 1944 for Waffen-Werke Brunn. Metalwork
retains most overall finish & Waffen-amt marked. GC Bakelite grips and wooden butt stock. Includes its original WWII
marked bipod. VGWO&C CLR EST 5500-6500

344 - ZB26 MACHINE GUN
Czech light machine gun. 26” 8mm cal fluted barrel with
original muzzle break, sights and carry sight. The receiver
with side dial sight and is marked CESKOSLOVENSKA
ZBROJOVKA BRNO KULOMET VZ 26 and the Czech
crest. Metalwork retains near all blue. ExC matching number woodwork and original bipod. ExWO&C CLR
345 - PPS43 SUBMACHINE GUN
WWII Soviet S.M.G. 9½” 7.62 cal barrel with original
sights and ventilated shroud. The receiver with arsenal
marks and 1945 date. Metalwork with near all blue. VGC
black plastic/Bakelite grips and steel top folding magazine.
VGWO&C CLR

331 - 30 SHOT SLR MAGAZINE
Magazine for the L1/L2 rifles thinning black paint finish.
GC

335 - AR10 MAGAZINE
20 Shot Wafffle magazine for the Dutch Armalite semi auto
rifle. ExC

341 - M53 MACHINEGUN
Yugoslavian post war version of the German MG42. 26”
8mm cal barrel including the flash hider and wiht original
sights. The feed cover marked with serial number and crest
and the receiver is marked M29 M53 etc. Metalwork has
most overall black finish. VGC black Bakelite pistol grips
and butt stock. VGWO&C CLR

348

349

346 - WWII P38 PISTOL
German semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel. The slide with
original sights and marked P38 byf 44 (Mauser) and Waffen
amt WaA135 which is also on the frame. The barrel is a
WWII replacement that has been re-numbered. Metalwork
retains nearly all arsenal refinish. ExC correct black grooved
Bakelite grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
347 - NAZI CZ 27 PISTOL
WWII Czech, made under German occupation, semi automatic pistol. 3¾” .32 acp barrel, the slide with original
sights and marked on top BOHIMISCHE WAFFENFABRIK A.G.W PRAG as well as the Waffen-amt mark WaA76
which is also on the frame. The side marked pistole Modell
27 Kal 7.65. Metalwork with typical war time machining
marks and retains most of its original blue. The original
grips are an unusual late war cast ‘muck’ metal variety that
are seldom seen. The magazine is marked P Mod 24 for the
earlier Czech pistol & works in either gun. VGWO&C CLR
348 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOLS
U.S Military WWII semi automatic pistol. 5” .45 acp cal
barrel, slide with original barley corn foresight and fixed
rear. Left hand side marked with Colt address, rampant
horse and patent dates. The frame is marked UNITED
STATES PROPERTY M1911A1 US ARMY and the serial
number in the 83,000 range (1943) as well as WB inspection
mark. Metalwork has near all original parkerised finish with
isolated mild holster speckling. ExC original Colt wood
grips and correct magazine. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR
349 - BERETTA M1919 PISTOL
Italian WWII period semi automatic pocket/vest pistol.
2⅛” .25 acp cal barrel slide with integral sights and marked
with Gardone address and 1941 date. Frame with Italian
proofs. Metalwork has pitting to the surface edges and dark
patina with areas of blue. Missing the magazine otherwise
FWO&C CLR

16
350 - TOKAREV PISTOL
Soviet WWII TT30 semi automatic pistol. 4½” 7.62 cal barrel. The slide with original sights and 1936 date. The frame
with arsenal mark 1935 date and different serial number
and arsenal markings. Metalwork with dulling overall blue.
VGC original grips. Lanyard ring with chain and includes
leather holster. GWO&C B/CLR

374 - SAVAGE '99 RIFLE
U.S lever action rifle. 20” .22 Savage Hi Power cal barrel
with original sights and Utica address etc. Take down action. Metalwork has original blue turning grey in the handling areas. VGC original woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR

374
350

351 - NAZI FLAG
WWII Nazi German ID Unit flag. Cotton construction
with Swastika in the centre, reinforced edges, corners and
stitched rope in the spine, 45x93cm. VGC

351

352 - GERMAN SABRE
WWII period with 82cm Eickhorn trade mark marked blade
and near all plating. VGC wire wrapped celluloid grip.
Black scabbard with some dings. VGC
353 - RAD DAGGER
Nazi German labour force Hewer. 24½ cm blade with RAD
triangle and Boker logo as well as motto. The blade with
sharpening marks and some staining. GC antler handle complete with scabbard. GC

353

376 - WINCHESTER '92 CARBINE
Antique, circa 1912, lever action carbine. 20” .32-20 cal
round barrel with full length magazine and ladder type
rear sight. The barrel is marked with New Haven address
32 W.C.F & proof. Metalwork has dull blue turning grey
particularly on the action which is missing the saddle ring
The tang is marked MODEL 1892 WINCHESTER TRADE
MARK etc. GC woodwork with handling dings and scratches. GWO&C ALR

352
369

354 - NAZI MILK JUG
WWII German ceramic jug with blue stripe. Marked on the
underside with Swastika inside wheel and makers mark.
16cm high. VGC
355 - LUFTWAFFE BOWL
German WWII ceramic salad bowl. 1941 Dated with
luffwaffe eagle and makers mark. 21cm
366 - GERMAN BELT AND POUCHES
WWII German leather belt with twin K98 pouches. Army
alloy buckle with pebble grain finish Eagle and GOTT MIT
UNS motto. The back marked R.C. & S. ExC
367 - U BOAT AWARD
Early WWII German award. Tombac based and slightly
convexed, BSW marked. ExC

375 - WINCHESTER '92 RIFLE
U.S vintage lever action rifle, circa 1925. 24” .44-40 cal
round barrel with full length magazine tube and iron sights.
The barrel is marked MODEL 92 WINCHESTER 44 WCF
and proofs. The upper tang is marked MODEL 92 WINCHESTER TRADEMARK etc and has had a peep sight at
some point. Metalwork has overall original dull blue to the
barrel thinning on the underside of the magazine and grey
metal patina on the action. VGC original woodwork missing
the swivel. VGWO&C ALR

377 - WINCHESTER '92 CARBINE
Antique, circa 1915 U.S lever action carbine. 20” 35-20
cal round barrel with half length magazine, ladder type rear
sight and New Haven address, cal and proof. The receiver
with saddle ring and the tang marked MODEL 1892 WINCHESTER TRADEMARK etc. Metalwork has most overall
re-blue. GC woodwork with swivels. GWO&C ALR

375
368

378 - WINCHESTER LONE STAR RIFLE
Vintage, circa 1970, U.S Commemorative model 1894 rifle. 26” Octagonal to round 30.30 cal barrel with original
sights, ½ length magazine and Winchester markings etc.
The receiver engraved with stars and 1845 1970. Metalwork
has near all blue to the barrel and gold plating to the receiver and lever. ExC original woodwork with inlayed coin.
VGWO&C ALR

372

373

368 - ARMY PARATROOPERS AWARD
WWII German award. Wreath with near all gilt and inscribed on the back with soldiers details. Flat type pin.
44x51mm. VGC

370 - INFANTRY ASSAULT BADGE
WWII German bronze Infantry assault badge. Heavy solid type with round pin. Contained on original paper issue
packet. ExC

379 - REMINGTON OLD ARMY REVOLVER
U.S Cival war period, circa 1862 single action model
1861 percussion revolver. 8” .44 cal octagonal barrel with
original foresight and marked PATENTED DEC.17, 1861
MANUFACTURED BY REMINGTON’S, ILLION N.Y.
The loading lever with cylinder pin channel and the cylinder with safety notches. Action is strong and indexes well.
Metalwork has overall blue turning to patina with scattered
pin pricking in areas. VGC original walnut grips. Almost all
Old Army revolvers were supplied to the U.S Government
and only around 12,000 were made. VGWO&C NLR

371 - THOMPSON CENTER RIFLE
High quality U.S single shot rifle. 17” Stainless steel .308
cal barrel fitted with MAE brand over barrel supressor and
weaver scope base. Also includes an additional barre, forend
and overbarrel silencer in 45-70 caliber. The stainless steel
metalwork is in ExC with only a couple of minor handling
scratches. ExC special order laminate woodwork. Over
$3000 retail value. ExWO&C ALR

380 - WHITNEY NAVY REVOLVER
U.S Civil War period, circa early 1860’s percussion revolver. 7¾” .36 cal octagonal barrel with blade type copper foresight. The barrel is marked E.WHITNEY N HAVEN. The
loading lever is the later Colt Wedge type. Metalwork with
dark overall patina and grips show light wear and action is
strong. Most of these revolvers were used in the Civil War
and are seldom encountered in NZ. VGWO&C NLR

369 - SPANISH CROSS
Nazi German silver Spanish cross with swords. 900 marked,
with flat type pin and convexed shape, 63cm accross. VGC

372 - BRNO FOX RIFLE
Czech bolt action sporting rifle, circa 1986. 24” .222 cal barrel with rear sight removed. The receiver with 3-9 Bushnell
banner scope. Metalwork with near all original blue. Action
marked BRNO Arms and with twin set triggers and detachable magazine. ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR
373 - HUSQVARNA RIFLE
Swedish sporting bolt action rifle. 25” 9.3x57 cal barrel with
iron sights and sling swivel fitted. The Mauser action receiver fitted with Weaver bases and 4x32 Hubertus scope.
Metalwork retains near all blue. ExC wooden stock with a
few handling marks. VG-ExWO&C ALR

378

371

376

379

380

381 - COLT 1849 POCKET REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1852 percussion, single action revolver. 6”
.31 cal octagonal barrel marked ADDRESS SAML COLT
NEW-YORK CITY. The frame is marked COLTS PATENT.
Metalwork has dark patina with all over shallow pin prick/
textured crosion to the right hand side. The cylinder with
out traces of the scene. All serial numbers except the wedge
which is unnumbered are matching. The brass grip straps retain some of the original nickel finish. VGC original walnut
grips. Action indexes and holds on half cock but won’t stay
on full cock. GC NLR
381

17
382 - WARNERS PATENT REVOLVER
Rare antique U.S, circa 1850’s percussion belt model revolver. 6” .31 cal barrel with silver foresight, the top strap
marked SPRINGFIELD ARMS CO. Metalwork with dark
to grey patina and the frame with basic engraving. VGC
original grips with only 100 estimated to be made these are
a very rare revolver. Action cocks but does not index otherwise VGC NLR

395 - MICRO GALIL RIFLE
Isreali Military assault rifle. 10” 5.56mm cal barrel with
original flash hider. The receiver with original sight and
with 3 position selector: safe, semi and full auto. Marked
MICRO GALIL CALIBER 5.56/.223 MODEL 699 IMI.
Metalwork has near all original parkerised finish. Side folding polymer and steel stock grip and forend. Includes 30
shot magazine. ExWO&C CLR

382

383

383 - WESTERN ARMS REVOLVER
Rare U.S antique percussion revolver, circa U.S Cival War
period. 5¼” .32 cal octagonal barrel marked WESTERN
ARMS CO NY. 6 Shot unfluted cylinder and Colt wedge
type loading lever. Metalwork has blue to the barrel thinning
on the edges and some staining while the frame has a grey/
brown patina. ExC original grips retaining some of the varnish. Action indexes and functions well. VGWO&C NLR

390

384 - UMC PRINT
Reprint of a Union Metalic Cartridge Company antique bullet board with timber frame. 89x70 cm, some scratches to
the print, otherwise GC

397 - MINI UZI S.M.G
Isreali compact submachine gun. 9” 9mm cal barrel with factory compensator. Receiver with original sights, 3 position
selector and marked MINI UZI 9mm IMI. Metalwork with
most overall blued finish. Side folding steel stock, synthetic
grip and forend. Includes it 32R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

391

385 - SHARPS PRINT
Framed under glass, B&W print of all the various Sharps
cartridges, 65x47cm GC

398 - TAVOR 21 RIFLE
IWI bull pup assault rifle. 16” 5.56mm cal barrel with original flash hider and flip up iron sights and 3 position selector:
safe, semi and full auto. Marked TAVOR - 21 IWI etc. ExC
synthetic stock. Does not include magazine but takes AR15
magazines. Magazine in picture is for illustration purposes
only. The first of these we have had for sale. ExWO&C CLR

386 - REPRODUCTION U.S SWORD
Modern remake of model 185 Officers sword. 86cm etched
blade with U.S mark brass hilt, leather grip and steel scabbard. VGC
393

387 - TOMAHAWK & AXE
Reproduction Indian Tomahawk plus an original Eastern
Axe. VGC
388 - BRITISH LANCE
Plated steel lance marked A.D.F & Co with rope bound
bamboo pole and red & white flag. VGC

399 - UZI S.M.G
Isreali Military submachine gun. 10” 9mm cal barrel. Receiver with original sights, 3 position selector and markings in Hebrew. Lower and upper numbers are mismatched.
Most overall parkerised finish. GC wooden butt stock, synthetic pistol grip and forend. Includes 32R magazine. GVGWO&C CLR

394

389 - FIREMANS AXE
Antique vintage firearms axe with spike and blade head.
60cm length and has leather pouch. VGC

400 - UZI PRO PISTOL
Modern semi automatic variant of the IWI Uzi machine
pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel, receiver with iron sights and factory scope rail. Marked UZI PRO PISTOL, Israel and U.S
address. Polymer frame with grip safety and 25 shot steel
magazine. In new ExWO&C CLR

390 - DAN WESSON REVOLVER SET
U.S double action revolver model 715 .357 Magnum revolver. This set includes 4 interchangable barrel lengths. 2”,
4”, 6” and 8”. Stainless steel metalwork with some slight
scratches. VGC original wooden grips. Includes original
brief case and barrel tool plus rubber grips. ExWO&C B/
CLR

402 - MINI 14 DRUM MAGAZINE
Similar to the previous lot but made for the Ruger Mini 14
or Ranch rifles. ExC

399

403 - AK DRUM MAGAZINE
Eastern European rear loading 75R 7.62x39 cal drum magazine for the AK47. In as issued ExC.
407

404 - 40R AK MAGAZINE
Bulgarian polymer 40R 7x39 cal AK47 or similar magazine.
In as issued ExC

393 - GLOCK 38 PISTOL
Autrian semi automatic pistol. 4” .45 GAP cal barrel, slide
with low profile fibre optic sights. Metalwork retains near
all original finish polymer Gen 3 frame and grips with
extended slide release. Includes original box with 3 extra
magazines plus reloading dies and approx 200 new & 200
fired cases. ExWO&C B/CLR
394 - WALTHER P1 PISTOL
West German Police/Military pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel with
original sights, the slide marked with Walther banner logo
and P1 Kal 9mm with April 76 date. Alloy frame with most
finish but thinning on the edges as is the slide. VGC original
grips. Grey metal finish on the base plate of the magazine.
GWO&C B/CLR

401 - M16 DRUM MAGAZINE
100R saddle drum magazine for the AR15/M16 Korean
alloy manufacture. In original box with pouch. In unused
ExWO&C

396

391 - S&W MODEL 15 REVOLVER
U.S double action model 15-4 6 shot target revolver. 4” .38
special cal barrel with Smith & Wesson and caliber markings. The top strap with adjustable rear sight. The K size
frame with logo and address. Metalwork retains near all
original bright blue and case colours. ExC original wooden
grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
392 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
Austrian semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel with original
fixed sights. Metalwork with near all original finish. Gen 3
polymer frame and grip. Includes box. ExWO&C B/CLR

396 - GALIL RIFLE
Isreali Military issue Galil assault rifle. 18” 5.56mm cal barrel with flash hider and original sights. The receiver marked
in Hebrew and with Isreali crest and has 3 position selector:
safe, semi and full auto. Metalwork has most Military black
arsenal finish, steel side folding stock, synthetic pistol grip
and original wooden forend. Includes 30 shot magazine.
VGWO&C CLR

401

405 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
30R steel .223 cal magazine. U.S made, near all blue finish. ExC
406 - AR180 MAGAZINE
Original, sterling marked, 20R magazine. Most overall finish VGC

400

407 - BROWNING GOLD HUNTER SHOTGUN
Belgian made semi auto sporting shotgun. 28” 12g vent rib
barrel with multi choke (3 included). Metalwork retains near
all blue finish. ExC synthetic stoves. 3” chamber model.
ExWO&C ALR

18
408 - BERETTA A300 SHOTGUN
Italian semi auto shotgun. 30” 12g barrel with full choke
and 3” chamber. Engraved action and metalwork with near
all blue finish. VGC lacquered woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
409 - KHAN SHOTGUN
Turkish semi auto 12g shotgun. 28” 12g barrel with multi
choke system (full choke fitted) and 3” chamber. Near all
original matte finish. VGC original woodwork with some
dings and scratches. VGWO&C ALR

411

410

410 - STEVENS M73 SHOTGUN
U.S pump action sporting shotgun. 28” 12g barrel vent rib
with fixed choke and 3” chamber. Action with engraved
bird scene and metalwork has most original blue with some
scuffs. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

418 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military MKI Artillery carbine. 21” .303 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug as well as ordnance marks.
The chamber is marked NZ98. The receiver marked Crown/
VR ENFIELD 1897 M.E .303 A.C.I as well as Martini Henry marks on the right hand side. Metalwork with dark patina.
GC woodwork with swivels. GWO&C ALR

413

411 - MP40 S.M.G
WWII German submachine gun. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
correct sight, barrel nut and strengthening rib marked with
serial number. Army acceptance mark behind the chamber
is also Waffen amt marked. The rear of the gun is marked
MP40 bnz 43 for Steyr and serial number, not all serial numbers are matching. Receiver with original sights and two
piece cocking handle. Metalwork with most overall blue.
GC folding steel stock with brown Bakelite grips. Includes
correct 43 dated magazine. VGWO&C CLR

419 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military MKII Artillery carbine. 20½” .303 cal barrel
with original sights and ordnance marks, chamber is marked
NZ sold out of service. The action Crown/VR HRB Co 1899
ME 303 A.C II as well as the Enfield markings on the other
side. Metalwork with dulling blue all over, thinning to grey
on the edges. VGC woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR

414

412 - MKII STEN GUN
WWII British Military S.M.G. 7½” 9mm cal barrel, receiver with original iron sights. The magazine well is marked
STEN MKII S.E broad arrow. Fitted with skeleton type
stock & 32R magazine. Metalwork with all over finish.
VGWO&C CLR
413 - MK5 STEN GUN
British Military S.M.G. 8” 9mm cal barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. The magazine well is marked STEN
MK.5 P.O.F 65 and serial number. The receiver with broad
arrow 39. Metalwork with most overall blue, thinning in
places. GC SMLE type butt with brass plate. The pistol grip
has handling dings. Includes 32R magazine. GWO&C CLR

417 - MARTINI ENFIELD RIFLE
NZ Military Martini aciton MK I rifle. 30” .303 cal barrel
with original sights. The lock plate marked Crown/VR ENFIELD 1895 ME 303 I and 1880 dates on the other side.
The chamber is marked NZ99. Metalwork with dark patina
greying on the action. GC woodwork but the barrel bands
are a bit pitted. Includes leather sling. GWO&C ALR

420 - PATTERN 53 BAYONET
Socket bayonet for the Enfield rifle. 43 cm triangular blade
with some staining. Complete with spring plus leather and
brass scabbard. GC

419

421 - KROPATCHEK BAYONET
Portugese model 1886 bayonet 47cm blade in the white.
Worn but GC grips includes blued steel scabbard. VGC
422 - BROWN BESS BAYONET
Original steel bayonet for the British Flintlock Musket. 42½
cm blade marked crown/24 and makers name OGHTO? The
curve marked 140. VGC

415
417

423 - SPANISH MAUSER BAYONET
29½ cm blade marked W.K & CLE. GC grips and includes
brass and leather scabbard. VGC
424 - PATTERN 88 BAYONET
MKI British bayonet. 30½ cm blade ordnance marked. GC
wooden grips with brass rivets with oil hole above. Some
staining to the metal, includes scabbard. VGC

414 - MK4 STERLING S.M.G
9” 9mm cal barrel with ventilated shroud and original sights.
The magazine well marked STERLING SMG 9M/M MK4
(L2A3). The underside with patent info and rack No26. Metalwork with most black dimpled finish. Steel under folding
stock and GC original black plastic grips. VGWO&C CLR
415 - NZ PATTERN 53 RIFLE
NZ Military issue 3 band Enfield rifle. 39” .577 cal barrel
with original sights. The rear sight graduated to 1000 on the
leaf and 400 yards on the bed. The left hand rear is British
ordnance marked. The lock with Victorian Cypher and 1862
Tower marks. Metalwork has most overall original blue finish dulling to grey in a few areas but is well above average. ExC original woodwork with steel band and brass trigger guard with original safety chain but with replacement
conector. The brass butt plate is marked NZ 133, complete
with original swivels and socket bayonet. One of the nicest NZ examples we have encountered. Ex Rotorua RSA.
ExWO&C NLR
416 - SNIDER ARTILLERY CARBINE
NZ Military MKII** breech loading carbine. 21½” .577 cal
barrel with bayonet lug, original sights and ordnance marks.
The chamber has a rack number of 65 and an unknown
stamp over the patent acknowledgement for the breech. Is
also marked SNIDERS PATENT and Crown Tower 1874
on the lock plate. Metalwork with dark patina. GC woodwork which is eroding a bit around the lock. Brass furniture
with NZ65 marked butt plate. GWO&C ALR

416

423
420

425 - MAUSER 1910 PISTOL
Vintage German semi automatic pistol. 3” .25 acp cal barrel
with original sights. The slide with Obendorf address and
imperial proof marks, the frame is marked with the Mauser
banner logo. Metalwork is in ExC with only a couple of
extramely minor handling marks. The original blue is bright
as is the iridescent fire blue on the small parts. ExC original
hard rubber grips and nickel finished magazine base plate.
One of the nicest examples for the discerning collector.
ExWO&C CLR
426 - WALTHER MODEL 8 PISTOL
Vintage German semi automatic pistol. 3” .25 acp cal barrel, slide with integral sights and marked Walther patent
MOD 8 banner logo, Zella Mehlis address and crown over
N proofs. Metalwork has most overall blue with some handling scratches. VGC original hard rubber grips with blue
and gold Walther logo. VGWO&C CLR

425

426

427

427 - ASTRA M200 PISTOL
High quality, circa 1920’s Spanish semi automatic vest pistol. 2¼” .25 acp cal barrel the slide with integral sight groove
and loaded chamber indicator. Marked Uncetay Compania
Guernica Egpana and the caliber as well as Spanish proofs.
Metalwork retains nearly all its original bright blue finish
and the white metal is without staining. ExC original hard
rubber grips. In like new ExWO&C CLR
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428 - STARLITE PISTOL
Spanish semi automatic pocket pistol. 2” .25 acp cal barrel, the slide with integral sights and marked STAR E/BAR
SPAIN. Stainless steel metalwork, with matte finish, in ExC
without any significant marks or scratches. ExC original
plastic grips. Includes original magazine. ExWO&C CLR
429 - BERETTA 21A PISTOL
Italian/U.S semi automatic pocket pistol. 2¼” .25 acp cal
barrel with pop up function for single loading. Slide with
integral sights and Beretta U.S.A address. Metalwork with
some slight handling scratches. VGC plastic grips with
some slight marks. VGWO&C CLR
430 - NZ ISSUE M16 RIFLE
Ex NZ Military issue Colt M16A1 select fire automatic rifle.
20” .556 cal barrel with flash hider, original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is marked with Colt logo and COLT
AR15 PROPERTY OF US GOVT M16A1 CAL 556MM
and serial number which is also electric pencil marked on
the upper receiver. Metalwork has thin black finish. GC
original synthetic butt stock. GWO&C CLR

428

439 - GRAND POWER PISTOL
Slovakian K22 JXTRIM model, semi automatic pistol based
on the CZ85 pistol. 5” .22lr cal barrel, slide with adjustable sights and sections removed to lighten the weight of
the slide. Retains near all original blue. ExC polymer frame
with ambidextrous safety. Includes box with three extra
magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

429

440 - LEUPOULD SCOUT SCOPE
FXII 2.5X28 long eye relief scope. Matte black finish includes original box. ExC
441 - LEUPOULD HANDGUN SCOPE
FXII 4x28 long eye relief scope matte black finish and includes weaver rings and original box. ExC

431

442 - SIMMONS SCOPE
Four power long eye relief scope with rings. ExC

431 - VZ 58 RIFLE
Czech select fire automatic rifle. 14” 7x39 cal barrel with
original sights. The receiver with she arsenal mark and 76
dated. Metalwork has most arsenal grey enamel finish on the
edges and some scratches. VGC compressed wood fibre grip
and forend with wire metal folding stock. Includes sling and
3 extra magazines in leather pouch. VGWO&C CLR

443 - BULLET PROOF VEST
LEVEL IIIA bullet proof vest with pockets for additional
plates. Size medium, black nylon construction, 2011 manufacture in as new ExC.

432 - AMP69 RIFLE
Cold War era Hungarian variant of the AKM assault rifle. 15” 7.62x39 cal barrel with muzzle break and sights.
Stamped metal receiver with 3 position selector. This is the
rifle grenade version with original side mounted optic and
has a shock absorbing folding tubular butt stock with polymer hand guard. ExWO&C CLR

444 - BALISTIC FACE MASK
Kevlar ABA brand face mask .357 level III rated, black colour. ExC

434

445 - BALLISTIC HELMET
Modern black PASGT helmet with woodland camo fabric
cover. ExC

436

433 - KRINKOV RIFLE
Soviet AKSU74 compact version of the AK74 assault rifle.
9¾” 5.45x39 cal barrel with original flash hider and sights.
Folded steel receiver with original rear sight, 3 position selector and marked with Soviet Star. Metalwork retains near
all original finish. Side folding steel stock, plastic grip and
laminated wooden forend. Includes original 30R polymer
magazine. In unissued ExWO&C CLR

446 - SPAS 12 SHOTGUN
Iconic Italian semi auto/pump action Military and Police
shotgun. 18” 12g barrel with iron foresight and ghost ring
rear sight. The receiver marked SPAS 12-L FRANCHI
SPA - BRESCIA MADE IN ITALY. Metalwork has near all
parkerised finish. ExC synthetic pistol grip and forend. Steel
over folding stock is missing the steel hook at the end. VGExWO&C ELR

437

434 - ROMANIAN AKMS RIFLE
Cold war era assault rifle. 15½” 7.62x30 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. Stamped steel receiver with
3 position selector. Metalwork retains near all original finish. Variant with side folding steel stock brown plastic rear
grip and laminated wooden forend. Complete with 30R
magazine, cleaning rod and sling. ExWO&C CLR

447 - MOSSBERG 590 SHOTGUN
U.S pump action Military shotgun. 20” barrel with ghost
ring sights, full length magazine and bayonet lug. The receiver fitted with Tac - star 6 shot cartridge holder. Metalwork with near all parkerised finish. ExC synthetic stock.
ExWO&C ALR

438

448 - FABARM SHOTGUN
Italian semi auto shotgun. 20” 12g barrel with iron sights,
full length magazine with laser sight fitted. Receiver marked
FABARM S.A.T.8 etc. Without butt stock otherwise, VGC
ALR

435 - HUNGARIAN AMD 65 RIFLE
Scarce, communist era, Hungarian variant of the AKM assault rifle. 14” 7.6x39 cal barrel with the original muzzle
break and sights. Stamped receiver with 3 position selector. Metalwork retains nearly all original finish. Steel wire
folding stock. Some slight scuffing to the green synthetic
pistol grips. Complete with cleaning rod and original 30R
magazine. ExWO&C CLR
436 - COLT GOLD CUP PISTOL
U.S National match model semi automatic target pistol. 5”
.45 acp cal barrel fitted with 2¼” long Wichita brand compenstor with foresight. The slide has the original foresight
removed and adjustable rear. Marked with Colt address
etc. Metalwork with near all original blue. VGC Pachmayr
grips - fitted with aftermarket magazine, plus 4 more. VGExWO&C B/CLR
437 - KIMBER 1911 PISTOL
U.S Kimber CUSTOM TLE/RLII model semi auto pistol.
5” .45 acp cal barrel with fixed sights. Frame with tac rail
and metalwork retains near all original matte black finish.
ExC rubber grips. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

438 - SPITFIRE PISTOL
High quality JSL SPITFIRE target semi auto pistol based
on the CZ pistol. 5” 9mm barrel with compensator. Slide
with front sight but rear sight removed. Stainless steel frame
with scope mount and some minor surface scratches. VGC
rubber grips. Includes extra magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

439

435

449 - 870 MAGNUM SHOTGUN
Chinese copy of a Remington pump action shotgun. 12” 12g
barrel with iron sights receiver NZ retailer branded and near
all parkerised finish. Black synthetic stock. ExWO&C ALR
450 - THOMPSON 1928A1 S.M.G
10” .45 acp cal fluted barrel fitted with original Cutts compensator. The receiver has late model Lyman battle sight
and marked with the Thompson logo on top as well as U.S
MODEL 1928 A1 with Auto Ordnance prefix and all other
Thompson and patent markings. Metalwork retains nearly
all original parkerised finish. Upper and lower serial numbers are matching. ExC original woodwork complete with
swivels and 20 shot magazine. In unissued ExWO&C CLR

447
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451 - THOMPSON 1928A1 S.M.G
10” .45 acp cal smooth barrel fitted with Cutts compensator. The receiver with basic battle sight and marked with the
Thompson logo plus U.S MODEL OF 1928A1 with Auto
Ordnance prefix and all other Thompson markings and patents. The lower part of the gun has been re-numbered to the
top and metalwork has nearly all its parkerised finish. ExC
original woodwork with some minor handling dings and
complete with swivels and 20 shot magazine. ExWO&C
CLR

462 - '06 BAYONET
British Military WWI SMLE bayonet. 43cm blued blade
with ordnance marks and SANDERSON marks as well as
8 15 date. Some chipping to the grips. VGC scabbard. VGC
463 - NO4 BAYONET
WWII spike bayonet complete with MKI steel scabbard and
frog. ExC

451

464 - '07 PARADE BAYONET
WWI SMLE bayonet with Chrome plated parade finish.
43cm plated blade with 1918 date. Some loss of plating to
the hilt. Includes plated scabbard. GC

452 - M16 RIFLE
U.S 1980’S Vintage assault rifle. 20” 5.56mm cal barrel
with original flash hider sights and bayonet lug. Receiver
with integral carry handle, forward assist and 3 position selector. Marked Colt M16A1 etc. Metalwork retains nearly
all its original parkerised finish. ExC synthetic furniture.
Complete with swivels, ‘stores’ tag and original 30R magazine. In unissued ExWO&C CLR

465 - KUKRI
29cm curved plated blade marked at the base 70 brass bolsters and horn handle. Patent leather scabbard with two
small knives. VGC

453 - R.P.D LIGHT MACHINE GUN
Cold War era Polish LMG. 20” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and bipod. The receiver with type 2 folding cocking handle, 1960 date and Radom 11 arsenal mark. Metalwork retains all original blue. ExC woodwork and includes
its 100R belt drum. In unissued ExWO&C CLR

460

467 - '03 SPRINGFIELD TOOL
Original Military issue screwdriver for the 1903 A1, A3 and
A4 rifles in original packet. GC

454 - THREE THOMPSON & SMG BOOKS
All soft cover, large format by F. lannamico: American
Thunder - The Military Thompson Submachine Guns VOL
1 & 2, plus U.S Submachine Guns. All with signed dedication by the author to our vendor. ExC
455 - GUNS OF DAGENHAM BOOK
Collector grade series book on the Lanchester, Patchet and
Sterling SMG’s by Laidler & Howroyd. Hard cover, large
format, B&W photos and 309 pages in like new ExC

468
457

456 - ULTIMATE THOMPSON BOOK
Massive collector grade publication. First edition, hard
cover, B&W and colour photos, 833 pages. A must for the
serious Thompson collector. ExC
457 - 1903 SPRINGFIELD RILFE
U.S Military bolt action rifle. 24” .30-06 cal barrel with
original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber is marked U.S
SPRINGFEILD ARMORY MODEL 1903. Metalwork with
machined triggerguard and has overall dull blue thinning on
the edges. VGC straight cut woodwork complete with swivels. VGWO&C ALR
458 - U.S M17 RIFLE
U.S Military WWI period bolt action rifle. 26” .30.06 cal
barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber
marked U.S MODEL OF 1917 EDDYSTONE and the flying bomb is marked on the side. Metalwork has most overall
blue. ExC woodwork with swivels. ExWO&C ALR
459 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI period bolt action rifle. 26” 303
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber
marked RE in oval and ordnance marks. Metalwork has
thinning to grey finish. GC woodwork with handling dings
missing the sight from the lobbing dial. Includes swivels.
GWO&C ALR
460 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British/NZ Military Lee Enfield bolt action rifle. 25” .303
SMLE barrel fitted with original iron sights. Action with
magazine cut off and the wrist marked Crown/VR ENFIELD 1896 LE I *. Metalwork with most dulling blue
thinning to grey in areas. GC woodwork with NZ marked
butt plate and swivels. Some dings and scratches, includes
original magazine. GWO&C ALR
461 - SMLE MAGAZINES
Three 10R 303 magazines for the 303 rifle. G-GC

466 - 303 ARMOURERS TOOL
SMLE armourers steel handled bolt tool. GC

468 - COLT 1921 THOMPSON S.M.G
An original first model of 1921 Submachine gun manufactured in 1921 by Colt. This particular gun was part of a shipment supplied to the IRA by ‘Strawman’ George G Rorke
commonly refered to a ‘Irish Swords’ by collectors. 11½”
.45 acp cal fluted barrel with original sight and correctly
without compensator. The receiver is correctly marked on
top with the Auto Ordnance logo and fitted with the original ladder sight. The left hand side is marked MODEL OF
1921 and the three digit serial number struck out by the IRA
smugglers (since re-struck and is No.586). It is also marked
THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN etc with Colt Hartford
address. Right hand side is marked AUTO ORDNANCE
etc and PATENT DATES. Metalwork retains most original
blue thinning on the edges and also has some light surface
scratching. The underside number is also struck out. ExC
walnut woodwork that has been lightly refinished. Contained in its Sweatman Company ‘Police’ model hard case
with purple lining. The cases leather rod and parts tin retainer has come away at one end but could easily be fixed. The
case contains four original patent date 20R magazines plus
an original serial numbered Auto Ordnance L drum. Original 1921 brass cleaning rod and nickel oil bottle as well as
original, circa 1923, manual plus a high quality reproduction spare parts kit. ExWO&C CLR EST 30000-37000
469 - THOMPSON L DRUM
Original 50R drum magazine for the 1928 S.M.G. Auto
Ordnance marked with Union manufacturing logo. Near all
original finish. ExC

458

470 - THOMPSON ACCESSORIES
Bag lot for the 1928A1 containing 2x30R magazines, oil
bottle, felt protector, dismantling tool, brass rod and chamber brush. ExC
473

471 - M1A1 ACCESSORIES
Thompson accessory bag lot containing cleaning rod, oil
bottle and cloth muzzle site protector which is stamped
Tweedie 1944. ExC
472 - NZ THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Three 20R magazines with the indicator holes soldered up
to stop sand ingress. This was done by NZ forces during
WWII. VGC
473 - ZASTAVA M76 RIFLE
Yugoslavian semi automatic marksman rifle. 21” 8mm
Mauser cal barrel with original flash hider sight bayonet
lug and scope. The receiver marked 1989 M76. Metalwork
retains all original blued finish. ExC original woodwork
with original swivels and 10R magazine fitted with its side
mounted optic. In as new ExWO&C ELR
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485 - CUSTOM 10/22 RIFLE
Cutomised Ruger based semi automatic rifle. 16” VOLQUARTSEN stainless steel brand barrel fitted with stainless
steel supressor. Action with light weight trigger and custom
mag release and bolt open. ExC walnut stock and includes
its 10R magazine. ExWO&C ALR

474 - NORINCO 84S RIFLE
16” .223 cal barrel with muzzle break, original sights and
bayonet lug. Receiver with side mounted variable power
scope with illuminated recticle. Metalwork with most original blue. Fitted with Draganov synthetic stock and aftermarket forend with pistol grip. Includes two 30R magazines.
VGWO&C ELR

476

476 - UNIVERSAL MI CARBINE
Post war version of the U.S M1 semi auto carbine. 18”
.30M1 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.
Chamber marked UNIVERSAL and the rear with adjustable
sight. Woodwork with most thinning blue. VGC woodwork
with sling and 15 shot magazine. VGWO&C ELR

485

477 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL
Vintage, circa 1964, semi automatic pistol. 3¼” .32 acp
cal barrel, slide with original fixed sights and marked with
Walther banner and Ulm address. Metalwork retains near
all original bright blue ExC original brown plastic grips. Includes original box with manual. ExWO&C CLR

478

479 - ASTRA CONSTABLE PISTOL
Nice quality Spanish semi auto pistol. 3¾” .22lr cal barrel,
the slide with Astra logo and address. Metalwork retains
near all original bright blue. ExC black plastic grips. Includes original box with extra magazine. ExWO&C CLR

479

480 - STAR .22 PISTOL
Spanish model FR semi auto pistol. 5” .22lr cal barrel.
Metalwork with thinning blue, VGC original brown plastic
grips. GWO&C B/CLR

489 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVER
A 4th model .320 cal/120 bore Tranter percussion revolver,
circa 1850’s. 3¾” octagonal barrel with Birmingham proof
marks. The top strap marked T CONWAY 15 BLACKFRIARS ST. MANCHESTER. The action is marked with serial
number on right hand side and Tranters patent on the other
as well as the rammer. The frame is borderline engraved
and with sunbursts around the screws. Metalwork retains
most original blue with some scratches and speckling. VGC
original one piece chequered grip. Contained in its original
green baize lined case with Tranter marked bronze mould,
percussion caps, Dixon powder flask, Tranters lubricant,
rod, jag, nipple key and pewter oil bottle. VGWO&C NLR

480

481

484

482 - TIKKA LSA 55 RIFLE
Finish bolt action sporting rifle. 24” 22-250 cal barrel with
foresight present but rear has been removed. The receiver
is marked LSA - 55 and fitted with 3.9x40 illuminated un
branded scope. Metalwork retains near all bright blue. ExC
original chequered wooden stock. ExWO&C ALR
483 - 03 SPRINGFIELD SPORTER
Bolt action sporterised Military rifle. 24” 30.06 cal barrel
with iron sights. The receiver with weaver bases fitted. The
slide has three holes drilled where a side mount has been
fitted. Metalwork with near all blue. VGC chequered sporter
stock. ExWO&C ALR
484 - H&R HANDI RIFLE
Single shot sporting rifle. 19” .45 Colt cal barrel with overbarrel silencer fitted and sights removed. Leupould VXII
2-7 scope fitted. Metalwork with most blue and case colours. GC woodwork with a few scratches and bipod fitted.
VGWO&C ALR

487 - MODEL 1842 PISTOL
Antique U.S Military issue H.Aston & Co percussion pistol.
8½” .54 cal round steel barrel with original sight and captive ram rod with inspectors mark. The lock plate marked
US J.ASTON & CO MIDD TN COMM 1852. Grey metal
work with overall speckle staining. VGC one piece woodwork with brass furniture and backing plate with inspectors
mark. VGWO&C NLR
488 - CASED ADAMS REVOLVER
Antique percussion model 1851 double action revolver. 4½”
Octagonal 120 bore/320 cal barrel fitted with Braziers patent
rammer. The top is marked DEANE ADAMS & DEANE
(MAKERS TO H.R.H. PRINCE ALBERT) 50 KING WILLIAM ST LONDON BRIDGE. The side is marked with
London proofs as are the chambers, the action is foliate and
borderline engraved and marked ADAMS PATENT etc.
Metalwork retains nearly all its original charcoal blue with
a couple of spots of staining and loss to the leading edges.
ExC fine chequered one piece walnut grip with sunburst design on the butt. Contained in its original green baize lined
oak case with Deane Adams & Deane trade label. The case
contains all its original accessories including powder flask,
bronze mould, dixon pewter oil bottle, cap bag, rod, bullets
and turn screw. ExWO&C NLR

477

478 - CZ MODEL 70 PISTOL
Yugoslavian semi automatic pistol. 3½” .32 Auto cal barrel, the slide with original sights and marked CRVENA
ZASTAVA etc. Metalwork retains near all original finish.
ExC original black plastic grips. Includes its original leather
holster. ExWO&C CLR

481 - MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER RIFLE
Austrian bolt action Sporting rifle. 23” 7x57 cal barrel with
original sights and 1958 date. Chamber marked with logo
and Model 1956 etc. The receiver with butter knife bolt handleand side mounted QD Nickel brand 4 power scope. Twin
set triggers and the base plate is marked STALKER with
STEYR logo. Metalwork has near all original bright blue
with only a couple of minor spots missing on the barrel. ExC
woodwork complete with period leather sling. Hard to find
in this ExWO&C ALR

486 - BRNO MODEL 2E RIFLE
Bolt action sporting rifle. 24” .22lr blued barrel and action
with near all original blue but missing the rear sight. Fitted
with Tasco 4 power scope. VGC woodwork fitted with swivels and has some handling dings. Has its 5 shot magazine.
VGWO&C ALR

474

475 - M1 CARBINE
U.S WWII semi auto Carbine. 18” .30 carbine cal barrel
with replacement sight and no date. Chamber with U.S
CARBINE marking and the rear with SAGINAW makers
mark under the adjustable rear sight. Metalwork has near all
its reblue. ExC refinished stock with sling. Includes 30 shot
magazine. VGWO&C ELR

490 - BEAUMOUNT ADAMS REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1860’s, single/double action percussion revolver. 4¼” Octagonal 120 bore/320 cal barrel with side
mounted rammer. Marked London Armoury Company and
London proofs. The top strap marked ROBERT ADAMS 76
DING WILLIAM STREET LONDON. The frame is borderline engraved and marked ADAMS PATENT etc. Metalwork retains most overall original blue with some areas
of staining as well as some pinpricking to the cylinder. ExC
finely chequered one piece walnut grip. VGWO&C NLR
491 - LARGE PINFIRE REVOLVER
Antique European solid frame large Military type Lefaucheux pinfire revolver. 6” 11mm cal octagonal barrel marked
with Crown/x proof and serial number. The 6 shot cylinder
and frame are engraved and has a shield to protect the pins.
Metalwork has grey metal cleaned finish with traces of blue
in concealed areas. VGC chequered grip with lanyard ring.
Action is strong and indexes well. VGWO&C NLR

482

490

491
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492 - THOMAS PATENT REVOLVER
Antique English, circa 1870’s, double action revolver. 4½”
.450 cal octagonal barrel with Birmingham proofs. The
top strap marked with retailers name JOHN LYELL & CO
ABERDEEN. The frame is marked THOMAS’S PATENT
No779. This patent refers to the simultaneous extraction of
the spent cartridge cases by unlocking the barrel and pulling
it and the cylinder forward. This system gave it an advantage over the S&W, Webley & Tranter designs of the time
by having the strength of a solid frame. Metalwork retains
nearly all of its original charcoal blue finish. VGC chequered walnut grip with lanyard ring. An unusual early cartridge revolver seldom seen. ExWO&C CLR
493 - SPUR TRIGGER TRANTER REVOLVER
English antique single action revolver. 3” Octagonal .280
cal octagonal barrel with Birmingham proofs and most blue
finish, brass frame with engraved nickel silver finish thinning on the edges and also on the top strap. VGC chequered
grips. VGWO&C CLR

493

494

504 - SCORPION MACHINE PISTOL
Czech select fire VZ61 machine pistol. 5” .32 ACP cal barrel. Receiver with 3 position selector and marked with 1986
date. Metalwork retains nearly all its original blued finish.
Steel top folding stock and plastic pistol grip. Includes its
20R magazine. ExWO&C CLR

495

494 - ELLIOTS PATENT DERRINGER
Rare antique, circa 1880’s, Remington - Elliot Pepperbox
Derringer 4x 3½” .32RF cal ribbed barrels with original
nickel silver forsight and marked MANUFACTURED BY
E REMINGTON & SONS ILLION. N.Y. ELLIOTS PATENTS MAY 29 1860-OCT 1 1861. Top barrel firing mechanism uses a rotating firing pin and ring pull double action
trigger. Metalwork with nice original patina with areas of
blue to the barrel and trigger. ExC original dark walnut two
piece grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

502

505 - SILENCED RUGER PISTOL
Semi auto Mark II pistol with 8” overbarrel integral supressor with fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Metalwork has
near all blue to the gun and dulling blue to the suppressor
with some scratches. VGC original plastic grips. VGWO&C
B/CLR
506 - RUGER MKII PISTOL
U.S semi auto pistol. 6” .22 lr tapered round barrel with
fixed sights. Metalwork with near all original blue thinning
on the edges and a few pin prick marks on the receiver. ExC
original plastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
507 - BROWNING .22 PISTOL
Belgian FN medalist model semi auto pistol. 6” .22lr bull
barrel with ventilated rib and adjustable rear sight. Metalwork with most overall blue thinning in a few small patches
at the muzzle and edges. VGC smooth wooden target grip.
Includes an extra magazine. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

504

495 - REMINGTON SMOOT REVOLVER
U.S Remington New line NO3 single action revolver, circa
1875-1888. 3¾” Octagonal barrel in .38CF cal. Top marked
E REMINGTON & SONS, ILION. NY.PAT.W.S.SMOOT
OCT21, 1873. Metalwork retains nearly all its original nickel plated finish with slight wear around the front
of the chambers and above the original hard rubber grips.
ExWO&C CLR
496 - U.S MOD 1860 OFFICERS SWORD
77cm spear point polished blade without markings. Leather
over wood grip with brass wire wrap. Cast hilt and guard
with U.S eagle. Includes scabbard. ExC

503 - PM63 MACHINE PISTOL
Polish full automatic pistol. 6” 9mm Makarov cal barrel
with muzzle hand protector and original sights. Marked
with Radom 11 arsenal mark and 1972 date. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. Sliding steel stock, plastic pistol grip & folding forend. Also includes its original
webbing holster sling and mag pouch containing three 25R
magazines and also has its 15 shot magazine. In as issued
ExWO&C CLR

505

508 - SPORT KING PISTOL
U.S high standard brand semi auto pistol. 4½” .22lr barrel
with fixed sights and metalwork has most dulling blue with
some staining and thinning on the edges. VGC original right
hand target plastic grips. G-VGWO&C CLR
507

509 - HI POWER MAGAZINES
Three nickel finish 13R 9mm pistol magazines. ExC

497 - SHOT BAG
Antique tooled leather shot bag with brass top. Hanging
game scene on both sides. ExC

510 - FN LANYARD
Pistol lanyard for browning pistol. Woven fabric with leather attachments. VGC

498 - AK74 MAGAZINE
Black 30R polymer magazine for the 5.45x39 cal assault
rifle. VGC

511 - C96 CLEANING ROD
Original rod for the Mauser broom handle pistol. Steel with
wooden handle with some green paint. GC

508

499 - SWEDISH M45 MAGAZINES
Three 36R 9mm box magazines for the Carl Gustoff S.M.G.
Finish SA marked with lanyard rings at base. ExC

497

500 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
30 shot blued magazine, retains near all blued finish. VGC
501 - SAIGA MAGAZINES
Three 7R polymer magazines for the Russian 12g semi auto.
VGC
502 - SCHNELLFEUER MACHINE PISTOL
A very nice example of a German Mauser M712 select fire
automatic pistol. 5” 7.63mm cal barrel marked WAFFEN
FABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N and with proofs
on the left hand side. Correct rear sight graduated to 1000
yards. The frame has the Westinger type selector and banner
logo. Right hand side has address and patent information.
Metalwork has most original blue thinning on the edges and
above the grips to grey. Original wooden grips with correct
lanyard ring. Includes its very hard to find original 20R
magazine with banner logo and a reproduction manual.
VGWO&C CLR

514

512 - 1910 MAXIM MACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII Heavy machine gun on its Sokolov carrage.
28” 7.62x54R cal barrel.Fluted water jacket with tractor radiater type snow cap. Receiver with original sights, 1zhevsk
arsenal mark and 1943 date. Metalwork has near all blue
and olive paint. ExC wooden grips. Includes shield and
ammo can with link. Due to its size and portability, viewing
and pick up will be at our showroom not the auction venue.
ExWO&C CLR
513 - DT 28 MACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII tank version of the DP L.M.G. 24” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with field use bipod attached with forsight. The receiver with hooded rear sight and 60R drum magazine fitted.
Marked with 1944 date and ZTD tgf and has telescopic butt
stock with fabric pad. Metalwork has near all blue but thinning on the bipod. VGC original wooden grip. This variant
was easily transfered from vehicle to field use. ExWO&C
CLR

496

512

514 - DP28 MACHINE GUN
Soviet WWII L.M.G. 24” 7.62x54R cal barrel with flash
hider. Receiver with 1944 date and with its original sights.
Fitted with its 47R pan magazine and the metalwork has
all over arsenal blued finish. ExC wooden stock and steel
bipod. ExWO&C CLR

23
515 - PPSH 41 SUBMACHINE GUN
WWII Soviet S.M.G. 10½” 7.62 TOK cal barrel with ventilated shroud and original sights. The receiver with ordnance
marks and 1943 date. Metalwork with near all arsenal blue.
ExC matching number woodwork. Includes its 71R drum
magazine. ExWO&C CLR

527 - VZ58 RIFLE
15” 7x39 cal barrel with sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with she arsenal mark and 71 date. Metalwork with near
all arsenal dark grey enamel finish variant with fixed composite wooden stock grip and forend. Includes three extra 30
shot magazines and cleaning kit. ExWO&C CLR

516 - DP PAN MAGAZINES
SA marked Tin containing three, 47R pan magazines for the
Russian 7x54R cal L.M.G. VGC

528 - AK DRUM MAGAZINE
Rear loading com block 75R drum magazine for the RPK,
AK47 and 56S rifles. In as issued. ExC

515

517 - PPSH41 MAGAZINE
71R drum magazine with near all blued finish. VGC

518

518 - SWEDISH M38 RIFLE
Bolt action Military rifle. 23½” 6.5x55 cal barrel correctly threaded at the end and with original sights. Chamber
marked HUSQVARNA etc 1943. Metalwork with most
overall original blue thinning towards the muzzle. ExC
woodwork complete with swivels and original rack number.
VGWO&C ALR
519 - REMINGTON LEE RIFLE
Model 1885 sporting bolt action rifle. 25” 30-40 Krag cal
barrel with iron sights, the receiver with Remington Ilion
address and patent dates ending in 1887. Metalwork with
most overall dark blue. GC semi pistol grip, original stock
with some dings, complete with swivel eyelets. Includes its
original detachable box magazine. VGWO&C ALR

519

520

527

524 - RPK L.M.G
Yugoslavian Zastava M72 L.M.G. 20” Heavy 7.62x39 cal
barrel with original sights and folding steel bipod. Milled
receiver variant marked Zastava etc. Metalwork retains near
all its original blued finish. ExC original woodwork complete with its 30R box magazine and cleaning rod. In unissued as new ExWO&C CLR
525 - VZ59 MACHINE GUN
Czech L.M.G. 23.9” 7.62x39 cal barrel with flash hider and
original sights. The rear of the receiver marked with serial
number and 1968 date. Metalwork with near all arsenal dark
grey enamel finish. ExC beech wood stock, grip and carry
handle. Includes bi pod, cleaning kit, log book, belt drum,
ammo can and belt link. ExWO&C CLR
526 - POLISH AKM
Polish Military version of the AKM assault rifle. 15”
7.62x39 cal barrel with original muzzle break, sights and
bayonet lug. Folded steel receiver with three position selector. Left hand side with side optic mounting rail and marked
with Radom 11 arsenal mark. Metalwork has most overall
original blued finish with areas of loss to the dust cover and
optic rail. VGC laminated wooden butt stock and forend
plus plastic original pistol grip. Includes its 30 shot magazine and cleaning rod. VGWO&C CLR

531 - G3 TRIGGER GROUP
Full automatic Navy type polymer trigger group with integral pistol grip for the H&K G3. Three position selector.
ExWO&C CLR

533 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER
U.S single action Hunter model revolver. 7½” Stainless steel
barrel and action with adjustable sights and grooves for Ruger rings. Frame marked NEW MODEL SINGLE - SIX &
HUNTER. Metalwork is without scratches. ExC original
wooden grips. Includes box with .22 Magnum cylinder and
scope rings. In like new ExWO&C B/CLR
534 - ROSSI 511 REVOLVER
Brazilian double action revolver. 4” .22lr cal stainless steel
barrel and action with adjustable sights. Some scratches to
the metalwork. Hogue rubber grips. F-GWO&C B/CLR

521 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE
M43 Military rifle. 24½” 8mm cal barrel with original
sights, the receiver has been tapped for base. Metalwork
with dulling overall blue. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

523 - Dr GERARD SIGHT
Telescopic sight to suit vintage sporting rifle. German three
post recticle with single turret. Marked H Dr W GERRARD
etc. Includes its leather case. VGC

530 - DP 28 MAGAZINE
47R pan magazine for the SOVIET L.M.G. Most thinning
blue finish. GC

532 - S&W PRO SERIES REVOLVER
Competition variant of the 686 revolver. 5” .357 mag cal
slab sided barrel with adjustable sights. Bead blasted stainless steel metalwork without scratches and ExC original
rubber grips. Includes original box. In like new ExWO&C
B/CLR

526

520 - MAUSER 71/84 RIFLE
Imperial German bolt action Military rifle. 32” 11mm cal
barrel with original sights and tubular magazine underneath.
Marked SPANDAU & Imperial proofs. The receiver is in
the white and marked 7/84 L1888 etc. Metalwork has most
overall blue and some staining to the white metal parts. GC
woodwork with unit mark on the butt and some of the gold
parade finish on the trigger guard. Complete with slings.
VGWO&C ALR

522 - SWEDISH BAYONET
1896 bayonet to fit Swedish 6.5 cal rifles. 8½” blade with
some staining. Steel grip and scabbard with leather frog. GC

529 - RPD MAGAZINE
Belt drum magazine for the Comm block L.M.G. Near all
blued finish. ExC

532

533

536 - HONG KONG POLICE REVOLVER
Colt Police positive revolver issued to the Royal Hong
Kong Police service. 4” .38 special barrel with faint markings. Frame with Colt horse and most overall blue thinning
around the grip. The back strap is marked RHKP.S 11047-C.
Worn but original grip with correct lanyard ring. VGWO&C
B/CLR

534

537 - COLOMBIAN POLICE REVOLVER
Colt Police Positive double action revolver. 4” .38 special
cal barrel marked POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL .38 SPECIAL CTG FUERZAS DE POLICIA REPUBLICA DE
COLOMBIA. Metalwork with thinning blue to the metal
finish, worn original grips. GWO&C B/CLR

535

536

538 - WEBLEY POCKET REVOLVER
Pocket model version of the Mark IV double action revolver. 3” .38 S&W cal barrel marked with British proofs,
winged bullet logo, address and MARK IV etc. The frame
with cross bolt safety and lanyard ring. Metalwork with near
all original blue. ExC black logo grips. ExWO&C CLR
538

539

535 - ROSSI 38 REVOLVER
6” ribbed stainless steel .38 special cal barrel and action
with adjustable sights. Some scratching to the metalwork.
Wooden grip with chip at the top. F-GWO&C B/CLR

539 - WEBLEY MK IV REVOLVER
British Commercial double action revolver. 4” .38 S&W cal
barrel with British proofs and top strap marked WEBLEY &
SCOTT MARK IV .38. Metalwork retains near all original
parkerised finish. ExC original black logo grips with lanyard
ring. ExWO&C B/CLR
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540 - WEBLEY MK IV REVOLVER
British Webley double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel marked with winged bullet logo, British proofs, WEBLEY & SCOTT ltd BIRMINGHAM MARK IV .38. The
frame is marked with a rack number an upside down V &
L. Metalwork has most overall blue thinning to grey on the
edges and some pin prick marks on the barrel. VGC Webley
marked black grips. GWO&C B/CLR

551 - VZ26 SUBMACHINE GUN
11” 7.62 TOK cal barrel, the receiver with original sights
and with Czech she arsenal mark and 1952 date. Metalwork
with near all parkerised finish. Steel side folding stock and
composite wood grip and forend. Includes its 32R magazine. ExWO&C CLR

544

541 - ASSORTED MAGAZINES
A bag lot containing 6 assorted magazines including an unknown 9mm S.M.G, Sterling .22 rifle, .25 pistol etc. GC
542 - STEN GUN BARREL
Barrel for the British 9mm Mk II S.M.G. 8” overall length,
near all blue, in as issued ExC

547

543 - MI CARBINE STOCK
Choate brand pistol grip synthetic stock with metal heat
sheild for the .30MI carbine. GC
544 - PERSIAN MAUSER TRAINING RIFLE
Very rare .22 Persian 98/29 Military bolt action training rifle, circa early 1930’s. 30” .22lr cal barrel with hooded fore
sight, adjustable rear sight marked in Farsi, proof marks
Crown/N, eagle and nitro etc. The chamber marked with
Persian Crest Crown/N, Crown/B, Crown/U. Metalwork has
overall original blue with some pinpricking around the side
rail and chamber ring. VGC original woodwork complete
with stock disc and original sling. VGWO&C ALR

553 - ARMI JAGER AP84 RIFLE
Italian semi auto .22 rifle styled on the Galil. 18” .22lr cal
barrel with flash hider and original sights. Metalwork with
near all parkerised finish. ExC woodwork and includes its
Banana magazine. ExWO&C ELR

546

554 - ARMI JAGER AP74 RIFLE
Italian semi auto .22 rifle styled on the M16A1. 20½” .22lr
cal barrel threaded for silencer and with original sights and
bayonet lug. Metalwork with near all black paint type refinish. VGC black wood stock. VGWO&C ELR
555 - CHIAPPA M122 RIFLE
Italian semi automatic rifle styled on the U.S M1 Carbine.
18” .22lr cal barrel with iron sights. Metalwork with near
all original finish. ExC woodwork complete with sling and
oiler. Includes and extra 10 shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR

548
550

545 - MARS TRAINING RIFLE
Pre WWII Nazi German Mars model 115 training air rifle,
as used by the Hitler Youth. Approx 22” counter bored barrel. The receiver is marked MARS 115. Metalwork retains
nearly all bright blue finish and no staining to the white
metal parts. ExC original woodwork complete with sling.
This gun is in incredible condition for its age and is in like
NEW ExWO&C NLR

556 - BERETTA 92FS PISTOL
U.S made semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal stainless steel
barrel and action. Slide with fixed sights and Beretta U.S.A
markings. Bead blasted metalwork without significant
marks or scratches. ExC original rubber grips fitted with
10 shot magazine and has original box and extra magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR

546 - BELGIAN TRAINING RIFLE
Antique rolling block flobert type Military training rifle.
28½” approx 7mm cal barrel with iron sights and stamped
BELGIUM with Liege proofs. Metalwork with most overall
blue. VGC full length woodwork with some lifting to the
chrome fittings. Complete with its rod and socket bayonet.
G-VGWO&C ALR

557 - P1 PISTOL
Post war Military/Police variant of the P38 semi auto pistol.
5” 9mm cal barrel, slide with original sights and marked
with Walther banner and P1. Frame with matching serial
number and German unit/rack marks. Metalwork retains
near all parkerised finish. ExC original grips and P38
marked magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

551

547 - REMINGTON NO.6 RIFLE
Antique single shot drop block rifle. 20” .32RF cal round
barrel with original sights and Remington Ilion address. The
tang with peep sight. Metalwork with dark mottled patina,
VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
548 - GALIL RIFLE
Isreali Military issue assault rifle. 18½” 5.56 cal barrel with
flash hider fitted and original sights. The receiver with 3 position selector and marked with Military crest and Hebrew
writing. Metalwork has most overall blued finish with light
surface scratching and areas thining to grey on the edges.
Steel side folding stock and synthetic pistol grip and forend.
Includes its 30R shot magazine. G-VGWO&C CLR
549 - SECTIONALISED AK47
A Polish Military milled receiver AK47 that has been sectionalised for training purposes. The right hand side of the
gun is cut away on the barrel, gas block, chamber magazine,
magazine latch and grip. The left hand side is cut away to
reveal the trigger. Marked with Radom arsenal mark and cut
aways are highlighted in red. Metalwork and woodwork retain near all finish. Steel underfolding stock. ExC CLR
550 - VZ 58 RIFLE
Czech assault rifle. 15” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with 3 position selector
and she arsenal marked with 63 date. Metalwork has near all
dark grey original arsenal enamel finish. Variant with side
folding stock and composite wooden pistol grip and forend.
Includes its 30 shot magazine plus 3 extra and a cleaning
kit. ExWO&C CLR

552 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military SLR. 25” .308 cal barrel with flash hider and
bayonet lug fitted. Barrel and receiver with original sights.
Marked RIFLE 7.62MM L1A1 and AD61 prefix. Metalwork with most original parkerised finish. GC wooden furniture with rubber butt pad fitted. Includes its 20 shot magazine. VGWO&C ELR

558 - CUSTOM LUGER PISTOL
Custom P08 pistol built in the style of a Luger carbine. 8”
9mm barrel with 1916 dated upper section and an early type
frame without shoulder stock groove. Metalwork with near
all blue. VGC grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
553

552

559 - ERMA EP22 PISTOL
German semi automatic pistol styled on the P08 Luger. 4½”
.22lr cal barrel. Metalwork with most original blue finish
with some scratches and wear to the grip straps. GC wooden
grips. GWO&C B/CLR

560

558

559

560 - M49/57 SUBMACHINE GUN
Yugoslavian S.M.G. 10½” 7.62 TOK cal barrel with ventilated shroud & original sights. The top marked with crest &
M49/57. Metalwork with near all blued finish. VGC woodwork, complete with 71R drum magazine. VGWO&C CLR
561 - M56 SUBMACHINE GUN
Yugoslavian S.M.G. 9¾” 7.62 TOK cal barrel with original
sights and bayonet lug. The receiver marked with crest and
M56. Metalwork with near all parkerised finish. Underfolding steel and black plastic stock similar to the MP40. Includes its 32R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

561
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562 - ZAGI-M91 S.M.G
Croation Submachine Gun, circa early 90’s during their
arms embargo. 9” 9mm cal barrel with ventilated shroud.
Tubular open bolt design and marked PHTO. Metalwork
has near all original blue with a small finger nail patch missing near the swivel. ExC synthetic telescopic stock marked
ZAGI-M91. Seldom seen S.M.G for the collector. Missing
magazine otherwise VGWO&C CLR
563 - SOKAC S.M.G
Seldom seen Croation early 1990’s Submachine gun based
on the PPSH41. Similar to the previous lot this was also built
during their arms embargo. 9” 9mm cal barrel threaded at
the muzzle and with original sights and barrel shroud. Metalwork with most blue with some surface scratching. Polymer magazine well and grip with side folding steel stock. Includes its sling, but missing its magazine. VGWO&C CLR

563

575 - REPRODUCTION FRONTIER REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of a 1873 SA Frontier revolver. 7½”
.44-40 cal barrel. Metalwork has nearly all bright blue and
case colours. ExC walnut grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
562
574

564 - AA MOUNT
Post war West German anti aircraft mount for the MG3
which also fits the MG42. Marked BWB and has all its
original dark olive green paint finish and carry handle. In
as issued ExC.
565 - MG3 WALL MOUNT
German made two piece steel and rubber wall mount. Used
to store guns in Military stores but ideal to secure your
MG42/MG3 or Yugo M53 to your gun room wall. Dark olive green paint finish. ExC

574 - PEDERSOLI TRYON RIFLE
Italian high grade repro of the Georg W Tryon Kentucky
style plains rifle. 32” .50 cal octagonal blued barrel missing
rear blade sight. The tang fitted with peep sight and double set trigger action. Metalwork retains near all blue to the
barrels and case colours to the action and patch box. VGC
woodwork and includes rod. VGWO&C ALR

577 - REPRODUCTION COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Italian Uberti percussion 1851 Navy revolver. 7½” .36 cal
octagonal barrel with near all blue finish, case coloured
frame with brass straps and rolled cylinder scene. VGC walnut grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

569

578 - REPRODUCTION REMINGTON REVOLVER
Italian reproduction percussion New model Army revolver.
8” Octagonal .44 cal barrel. Metalwork has most overall
blue with a 2” section missing on the right hand side of the
barrel. GC original grips with some dings. GWO&C B/CLR

570

566 - G3 WALL MOUNT
Similar to previous but for H&K G3 and one piece construction. ExC

580

567 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES
Four x 30 shot magazines in their U.S marked dark olive
green Korean War period pouch. Most blued finish. VGC
568 - VZ 86 FLARE GUN
A rare and desirable Czech multi shot flare gun based on the
street sweeper shotgun. 9” 26.5mm cal barrel, 15 shot cylinder rotated by the double action trigger. Metalwork retains
near all its original blued finish. Removable carry handle on
top. Folding steel butt stock and brown plastic ‘AK’ type
pistol grips, has sling and wooden transit crate. In as issued
ExWO&C NLR

571 - ZOLI O/U SHOTGUN
28” 12g barrels with fixed full and ¾ chokes. Metalwork
with some staining and pin pricking to the barrels. GC worn
woodwork with adjustable butt pad. FWO&C ALR
572 - GAUCHA O/U SHOTGUN
28” 12g barrels with fixed modified and full chokes. Some
speckle staining to the blue. GC woodwork with heavy handling wear and rubber butt pad. GWO&C ALR
573 - REPRO TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD
Circa 1970’s, U.S made. 24” blued 45-70 cal barrel marked
U.S Model 1873 and H&R address etc. The action is marked
U.S SPRINGFIELD and scroll engraved. Metalwork retains
near all blue to the barrel and case colours to the other parts.
VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
573

581 - REMINGTON R/BLOCK CARBINE
U.S rolling block carbine. 20½”, most likely 50-45 cal, barrel with original sights and without markings. The action
with saddle bar without ring. Metalwork with grey speckled patina. GC original woodwork with steel barrel band
stamped U. GWO&C ALR

575

570 - BREDA SHOTGUN
Italian semi automatic AUTO MKII shotgun. 24” 12g barrel
with factory external chokes. Metalwork retains most original blue turning grey in the handling areas. VGC woodwork,
includes an extra forend and case. VGWO&C ALR

579 - .310 CADET RIFLE
Australian Martini action training rifle. 25” .310 cal barrel with original sights and marked with caliber and Kangaroo on the chamber. The receiver with BSA trade mark
and COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. Metalwork
with near all bright blue. VGC woodwork with gloss finish.
VGWO&C ALR
580 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military Artillery Carbine. 20½” .303 cal barrel with
original sights and ordnance markings. Chamber marked
NZ99 and the receiver Crown/VR HRB Co 1898 ME 303
A.C.II the otherside with Martini Henry 1880 date and
marks. Metalwork with dark patina turning brown. GC
woodwork with swivels and stock disc. VGWO&C ALR

579

569 - GERMAN FLARE GUN
Geco postwar LP-2 Bunderswehr flare pistol. 6” 26.5mm
cal barrel with Military acceptance mark and proofs. Frame
with GECO brand and markings. Near all original parkerised finish. VGC wooden grips. ExWO&C NLR

576 - REPRODUCTION S/A REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of a Colt SAA. 4¾” .357 mag cal barrel. Stainless steel metalwork without major scratches, VGC
walnut grips. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

582 - .22 MARTINI RIFLE
25½” .22 RF cal octagonal barrel with original sights. The
receiver marked Crown/AF and patent No 361. Metalwork
with near all blue. VGC chequered woodwork. VGWO&C
ALR

577

581
584

583 - SIAMESE LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
Contract No 1 MK III SMLE. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights, the wrist with Siamese Tiger and markings as
well as BSA. Metalwork with dark patina. GC woodwork.
GWO&C ALR
584 - WINCHESTER M70 RILFE
23” 6.5x55 cal barrel with iron sights removed and marked
WINCHESTER MODEL 70 XTR SPORTER etc. Most
overall blue with some handling wear. Fitted with rings and
Japanese Shinwa scope. GC chequered woodwork missing
the emblem on the base of the wrist. GWO&C ALR

582

583

585 - WINCHESTER M90 RIFLE
24” .22 Short cal barrel with original sights, address and
patent dates. Metalwork with grey metal finish. GC original
woodwork. GWO&C ALR
585
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586 - HAWKINS KENTUCKY RIFLE
32” .38 Percussion cal heavy octagonal barrel with iron
sights and marked HAWKINS ARMS NZ. Metalwork with
near all blue and case colours with some staining. GC wooden stock with apperture sight. GWO&C ALR
587 - HENRY 22 RIFLE
U.S lever action rifle. 18” .22lr round barrel with iron sights
and full length magazine. Receiver fitted with 4 power
scope. Metalwork with near all blue. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

590 - DRULOV PISTOL
Single shot target pistol. 9” re chambered to .22 Magnum
cal barrel. Metalwork with most blue. Wooden right hand
grip. GWO&C B/CLR

590

591 - H&R REVOLVER
Model 930 sidekick 9 shot D/A revolver. 4” .22lr nickelled
barrel and frame with H&R markings. VGC original black
plastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

591

592 - .22 ENFIELD REVOLVER
Custom modified from a No2 MKI revolver to .22 lr with
4¼ barrel with sleave. Thin overall blue. GC grips. Action
at fault otherwise GC B/CLR

588 - BRNO MODEL 2 E RIFLE
24” .22 lr barrel threaded for silencer and front and rear
blade sections of the sight removed. Near all original blue.
VGC woodwork with some handling dings and swivel removed. 10 shot original steel magazine. VGWO&C ALR

593 - GREASE GUN MAGAZINE
.45 acp cal magazine for the M3 Grease gun. VGC

589 - KEA GUN
Spanish .410 single shot pistol. 12½” barrel, metalwork
with case coloured action and blued barrel with some speckling. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

592

594 - UZI MAGAZINES
Two 32R Uzi magazines, in as issued ExC
595 - M14 MAGAZINE
Two 20 shot M14 .308 cal magazines, in new ExC

587
589

586

NOTES

We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary.
Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is often a bank limit on eftpos of $2000. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit
cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding of the floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if
two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or post your bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue to the number or address
below. Payment must be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not courier to
post boxes, our courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on freight and other charges.
BUYERS PREMIUM
12% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require a mail order form from a police officer validating your license. This form is forwarded on your behalf to us
from your local Arms Officer / Police station. Pistols, restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require a permit to procure before delivery
EXPORT – We can export to most countries. Firearms including antique have to be exported via air freight. We have a freight forwarder who can organise this for
you. An export license will need to be obtained. We charge a $80 fee for our time in organising the export and packaging, The freight forwarder will charge you for
the NZ export license and the freight for the firearm(s). This is usually charged forward and you will pay this on receiving your goods. The export process can take
around 4-8 weeks. For an estimate of the export license and freight charges please contact us. NZ G.S.T (VAT/sales tax) is only on the commission / buyers premium
portion of the items, because this service occurs in New Zealand this must be charged on exports. Items that are not firearms can be sent via NZ postal service and
will be charged at that rate plus packaging. Some items with historical significance to New Zealand may not be able to be exported.
CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS

ExWO&C
VGWO&C
GWO&C
ExC
VGC
GC
FC
PC

ALR
BLR
CLR
ELR
NLR

Excellent working order & condition
Very good working order & condition
Good Working order & condition
Excellent condition
Very good conditon
Good condition
Fair condition
Poor condition
CONTACT DETAILS

For information or price guide on any lots contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns 553 Great South Road. Penrose.
Telephone
+64 9 579-3771
Fax
+64 9 579-3401
Email
greg@guns.co.nz
Website
www.guns.co.nz
Postal
P.O Box 112313
Penrose 1642
Auckland New Zealand

Standard firearms license
Pistol shooters license
Collectors license
Military style semi automatic license
No license required

CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 12% of the hammer price, GST of 15% will be charged on the buyers premium
only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections and errors of description. The Auctioneers act as agent: they have
full discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason:
neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any
fault or defect in it and make no warranty. Due to the accurate reproduction of some badges and particularly German, we
catalogue all such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major auction houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder to
satisfy himself on any such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should
any dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute is to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or
the Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.
4. No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer and no bid shall be retracted.
5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.
6. The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details and to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale.
In default of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.
7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer and are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of
which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen , damaged or otherwise destroyed,
but they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without
prior notice being given to the defaulter.
8. Firearms Licenses and or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.
9. Payment: Payment must be made on the day of the auction unless prior organised with Carvells Auctions. Payment oftions are Eftpos, Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques and internet bank transfer by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve
the right to request identification in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards ie Master Card/
Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service charge will apply. Note the bank often has a limit of around $2000 per day for
eftpos
10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property through attempts to fire any
firearms which are sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.
11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve. All
bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successfull bidders will be notified. Freight
and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder. We dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop
point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility. Each package has $1000 insurance limit, also
applies to items sent by post.
12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, Do not wait until you get your permits, delays
hold up payment to our vendors.
13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details.
14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not acceptable. Recovery of debts will be
strongly persued through legal channels.
15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.
16. Measurements and weights are only an approximate.
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CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
POSTAL BIDDING FORM



Name:
Address:
Credit Card#

Exp

/

Signature
Firearms License#
Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa Mastercard Cheque
Bank Cheque Pay on pick up Online Banking* 3% surcharge on credit cards
Lot#

Description of Lot

Maximum Bid NZ$

We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one
received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.
New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment
Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 579-3401 or post to Carvell’s Auctions P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand.
Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction
Signature:
Date:
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BACK COVER : Lot 196 Presentation Engraved Colt Single Action Army Revovler

